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Letters

Swadeshi Resolution

I had perused the July 09 issue of Swadeshi Patrika and was taken

aback when I saw the Resolution No. 1 passed at National Council Meeting

Kullu on 6th June 09 has mentioned, "Under international pressure, India

adopted the Free Market Model in the year 1991. (refer paragraph No. 1

on page 25)

We should not have any confusion about free market concept which

has clarified in many textbooks in economics. This word is intentionally

used by the economists from West including Noble Laureates to confuse

the normal person and at the same time to protect the monopolists in the

economic system.

FREE MARKET, if implemented in true sense and as defined in the

textbooks, the capitalism will be dissolved once for all.

I have therefore written down some aspects and disinformation

spread by the West about free market for the purpose of clarification of

all those concerned, in the enclosed article. I hope you will like the

contents to share with your readers.

– D G Bokare, Pune

Confused Opposition

This refers to the cover design of July-09 issue of Swadeshi Patrika.

It was a good and imaginative design. But the problem is that while we

know the inability of incumsent government to create acceptable tunes,

absence of any credible alternative makes it the only choice.

See the condition of opposition parties. They seem to have lost the

reason for their existence. They are confused and are not motivated to

take up the issues. They are instead fighting for petty positions. How will

people believe them when they have lost faith is themselves. For common

people it is back to Doordarshan era of political drama. No multiple

choice.

– Kishan Kumar, Shalimar Garden

�

Quote-Unquote

We have neither the time nor icchha to

do what you are calling backseat driving.

Mohan Bhagwat

Sar-Sanghchalak, RSS

No political party can allow any member,

more so a frontline leader, to write to

express views against the party’s core

ideology.

Arun Jaitley

BJP Leader

Knowledge will give the development

which India’s poor need the most.

Experience, excellence and innovation

will be the key words of tomorrow.

Sam Pitroda

Telecom Guru

You can look at the very best in Indian

education, and it’s the best in the world.

You can look at the technical education

and it is to be envied.

Hillary Clinton
US Secretary of State
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Swadeshi
PATRIKASeptember - 2009

100 Da100 Da100 Da100 Da100 Days ofys ofys ofys ofys of UP UP UP UP UPA-IIA-IIA-IIA-IIA-II

UPA-II has completed 100 days in office. 100 days in office has, in recent times, become an

occasion to showcase its achievements for governments, prospect to censure the government for

opposition and for media to scrutinize both, according to their own positions and interests. It is more

of a PR exercise for all concerned. 100 days otherwise is not a time span long enough to evaluate the

performance of any government in office. But since the inclination has become a routine and

governments, while taking oath, prepare and publicize strategy for this period the occasion can't be

dismissed for the sake of expediency only. Unveiling new Government's agenda, the President Pratibha

Devisingh Patil had highlighted 10 areas that would get top billing during Prime Minister Manmohan

Singh's second tenure in office. She had said in June that her govt. would give priority to boost urban

employment and to battle recession. Other issues included internal security, growth in agriculture and

manufacturing, health and education, governance reform and energy security. Patil had also dwelt on

the 100-day action plan of Manmohan Singh's government that was expected to give emphasis to the

UPA's unfinished agenda.

Congress led UPA-II returned to power with a presumed image of "performer", by and large the

theme of party's election management. Expectations of people, particularly economically weaker and

socially backward sections of the society besides upwardly mobile middle class including visibly vocal

and assertive youth that voted the party to power were enhanced by the unexpected solid majority of

206 MP's in Lok Sabha coupled with the absence of obstructionist allies like Left, RJD and others.

Both government and Congress party has no excuses left to take the shield. Successes and failures

are both of its' own making. Therefore taking stock of 100 days period, though not enough to fairly

judge any government, will be the report card of Congress party. That several ministers and the Prime

Minister himself had set a 100 day agenda for governance makes it reasonably easy to judge the

performance. Has the government been able to fulfill any of those promises? How has its overall

performance been? On can have a fair idea of these and all other similar queries by having a look at

the findings of a survey done by a private TV channel among 100 top editors, senior journalists and

columnists across the country. Not a single journalist, repeat no one, who participated in the survey,

thought performance of the government to be admirable. This is in tune with reactions of common

people who think that the government's over all show in given circumstances has been just average.

There is hardly any major comprehensible accomplishment on the promises front. There is plethora

of failures, impediments; legitimate apprehensions on almost every front, sufficient enough to raise

anxieties. WTO for example is the leading feature of treachery with the people's mandate. That

government is working under some pressure is manifest in the abrupt but considerable shift in stand

on Doha developmental round of talks. Reprehensible dilution of its stand and impulsive impatience

to shoulder the burden of completing Doha round even at the cost of survival of more than 60%

Indian population dependent on Agriculture defies logic and can be explicated by secreted force or

overpowering self interest. Same has been the case with stand on climate change. Over enthusiasm

to complete FTA's and concede what is being resisted on multilateral fora: further confirms these

suspicions. Diplomatic blunder on political front are too many to be overlooked. Sharm-al- sheikh,

Pakistan's continued escaping on 26/11 culprits; Nepal and Srilanka pale in comparison to latest

reports on Chinese front. CTBT and Indo-US nuclear deal also persist to be source of distress.

Internally; price rise; security; health care naxal menace; energy; women's issues; all speak volumes

about unprofessional conduct and un kept promises.

If people are not displaying their dissatisfaction more explicitly the reason is the traumatized

opposition that has been consumed by astonishing trounces. Defeat of principal opposition combination

of NDA and almost fading third front during polls and defeat induced squabbling within parties has

forced people to feel contented with relatively cohesive and steady UPA. There is a sense of relief

that stable government, irrespective of its performance is in place at time when the country is undergoing

one of most complex & complicated periods in recent times. This has in fact prolonged the honeymoon

period of the government. What will happen in future? Will government pull up its socks and deliver?

Will opposition bury its hatchet and carry out its duty as a watchdog of people's interests? We will

have to wait and watch.
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The nation was stunned when

it was revealed by the govern-

ment, a few days back that some

security features of  currency print-

ing in the country have been leaked

out, and the task of  enquiry has

been given to CBI in this regards.

Peoples’ faith in the currency of

any country is the basis of  its ac-

ceptability. And faith depends

upon its genuineness. Banks and

other big establishments normally

make use of  a machine to test the

genuineness of  currency. This gen-

uineness is tested on the basis of

secret features of  the currency. If

these secret features themselves

become known to makers of  fake

currency and are used in the print-

ing of  fake currency, its genuine-

ness would be almost impossible

to test.

Though fake currency has al-

ways been in circulation right from

the beginning but the organized

manner in which its circulation is

being expanded using ultra mod-

ern technology, it becomes a mat-

ter of  serious concern. Land of  the

different countries ranging from

Pakistan (Muzzafarabad) to Dubai,

Bangkok, Singapore and neigh-

bouring countries like Nepal, Sri

Lanka and Bangladesh is being

used for this purpose. Pakistan se-

crete agency ISI coordinates the

whole racket.

The extent of  the problem

becomes clear when we find the

presence of  fake currency in al-

most all states. In the last few years

menace of  fake currency is on rise.

Though banks and RBI are seem-

ingly alert about the problem, but

they also try to under estimate the

problem. In the last two years vast

amount of  fake currency was

found in almost all states. Accord-

ing to a rough estimate made by

the study group constituted by RBI

recently the quantum of  fake cur-

rency is around 1,69,000 crores of

rupees. According to recent data

of  RBI, total genuine currency in

the country is around rupees

6,80,000 crore. There is no agen-

cy other than RBI in the country

which can provide an authentic

Menace of Fake currency

Huge amounts of fake currency circulated in the market by enemy countries is not only

increasing purchasing capacity of subversives, but is actually eroding peoples faith in

real currency and that will weaken the economy says Dr. Ashwani Mahajan.

Peoples’ faith in the

currency of any

country is the basis

of its acceptability.
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data about quantum of  fake cur-
rency. But RBI also is not imposi-
tion to provide the exact figure.

According to a report of  RBI
in 2007, number of  fake 100 ru-
pee notes have came down by 60
percent but number of  fake 500
and 1000 rupees notes increased by
75 and 300 percent. Magnitude of
fake currency revealed by RBI is
only which gets recorded in police
records. According to the existing
laws, banks after taking notice of
fake currency have to forfeit the
same and then handed over to po-
lice after stamping. FIR is registered
and police in turn sends these notes

to government’s security press situ-

ated at Nasik, where the same is

verified. But this happens very rare-

ly. Normally private bank return the

fake currency notes back after

stamping them. Thus vast magni-

tude of  take currency does not get

registered in government records.

According to National Crime Bu-

reau in all 2204 cases were registered

with regard to fake currency and

rupees 10 crores of  fake currency

was forfeited in the process.

In the past Pakistani terrorist

network used to be financed using

fake currency at a large scale and the

dubious business of  fake currency

was expanding very fast. But now it

has gone much beyond the terror-

ist network and enemy countries are

using the fake currency as an instru-

ment to weaken Indian Economy.

Lack of Coordination

Though after handing over of

the latest case of  leakage of  some

secret features of  currency print-

ing to CBI, there seems to be some

movement on this issue in general

there is a total lack of  sensitivity

and coordinated efforts against this

menace. There are three depart-

ments, which are related to this is-

sue, namely Central Bureau of  In-

vestigation (CBI), Directorate of

Revenue Intelligence, Central Eco-

nomic Intelligence Bureau and Di-

rectorate of Enforcement.

Though IB and other depart-

ments have reported the gravity of

the situation and even Military In-

telligence has also given revealing

information about the extent of

the problem and changing pattern

of  fake currency circulation, lack

of  coordination is continuing un-

abated.

Serious Economic Dangers

We should understand that

menace of  fake currency is not just

a law and order problem or terror-

ist problem, this is a proxy war

against the nation and if  not

checked firmly, this may destroy

our economic structure. We under-

stand that exclusive right of  print-

ing currency rests with Reserve

Bank of India (RBI). In order to

carry out the responsibility of  wel-

fare state, the government financ-

es a major portion of  its expendi-

ture by borrowing from RBI. For

this purpose RBI prints additional

currency. Though in this process

inflation is the obvious out come,

this is essential for uplifting the

standard of  living of  our masses.
Thus printing of  currency for fi-
nancing welfare expenditure, print-
ing of  additional currency by RBI
is acceptable.

But if  enemy nations or ter-
rorist outfits circulate fake curren-
cy in the market, not only purchas-
ing power goes into wrong hands
and results into high rate of  infla-
tion, value of  rupee would also go
down and there will be devaluation
of  currency. Peoples’ faith in the
currency also gets eroded and they
start purchasing metals and real
estate and this may further cause
hyper inflation.

We have to get rid of  this
menace of  fake currency at any
cost. Government should take up
this issue on war footing and
should constitute a central author-
ity to deal with the problem by
making a coordinated effort in this
direction by engaging all related
secret agencies in this task. Our
secret agencies are capable of  deal-
ing with this problems. A strong

political will power is the only re-

quirement. qq

CoCoCoCoCovvvvver Storer Storer Storer Storer Storyyyyy

Value (Rs) Volume

2007-08 2008-09 2007-08 2008-09

Rs 1000  1,01,31,000 3,18,57,000 10,131 31,857

Rs 500  3,34,19,000 10,98,69,500 66,838 2,19,739

Rs 100  1,10,27,300 1,33,31,400 110,273 1,33,314

Rs 50 4,05,950 6,39,600 8,119 12,792

Rs 20 6,860 6,820 343 341

Rs 10 1,070 680 107 68

Total  5,49,91,180 15,57,05,000 1,95,811 3,98,111

Counterfeit notes seized by police and other enforcement agencies

Source:RBI

COUNTERFEIT CURRENCY ON RISE
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There was a small news item a

few days ago about ink used

in printing currency missing in

transit. According to the report,

a consignment of  OVI intaglio

ink was sent from the Swiss SIC-

PA unit in Sikkim to the Reserve

Bank Note Mudra unit in Mysore

and about 5 kg ink was found to

be missing on arrival. The miss-

ing ink is worth Rs 5 lakh and an

FIR has been filed with the local

police.

Fake currency notes can destabilise our economy

But the cost of the consign-

ment is not the issue here. The

issue is the seriousness of the sab-

otage. Namo Narain Meena, Min-

ister of  State for Finance, said in

the Parliament on August 4 that

Pakistani intelligence agencies were

flooding the market with counter-

feit currency.

The issue of  fake or coun-

terfeit currency has become very

serious in our country. Because

of the increasing menace of this

issue of  fake Indian currency

notes (FICN), a high level com-

mittee headed by the home sec-

retary is working on identifying

the latest security features to be

incorporated into the currency

notes to make counterfeiting dif-

ficult. The committee comprises

top officials from the Central

Bureau of  Investigation and In-

telligence Bureau.

Reports suggest that the Da-

wood Company is encouraged by

the ISI in this regard and Bangkok

is used as a hub for this purpose,

and Chinese and South Korean

carriers are used to bring them to

India. The purpose is twofold —

destabilise our economy and fi-

nance terror activities.

There is a huge gap between

the actual circulation and seizures

of  FICN. Official estimates put

the number of  FICN in circula-

tion at 61,000 million pieces of

different denominations worth Rs

1,69,000 crore till the year 2000.

In comparison, the actual seizures

amounted to Rs 5.57 crore in 2002,

Rs 5.29 crore in 2003 and Rs 6.81

crore in 2004.

As per RBI norms, if  15 piec-

es of  fake currency notes are found

to every 10 lakh pieces of  100

rupees notes, the situation is alarm-

ing. From that point of  view, the

current situation should be very

alarming.

A recent report suggested

that a woman ISI agent was held

in Amritsar. Savinder Kaur, the

accused, had in her possession

notes worth Rs 4.8 lakh and she

had visited Pakistan several times

with religious groups. She would

buy fake currency notes with face

CoCoCoCoCovvvvver Storer Storer Storer Storer Storyyyyy

Economic subversion and financing of terrorist activities is clearly the reason for counter feeting

Indian rupee. It is time to tell Pakistan that economic terrorism is a game the two countries can

play with catastrophic results for Pakistan economy, explains Prof. R. Vaidyanathan.

The purpose is

twofold – destabilise

our economy and

finance terror

activities.
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value of  Rs 1 lakh for Rs 40,000

(huge discount obviously) from

her counterparts in Pakistan and

sell these notes for Rs 55,000 to

one Yodha Singh who in turn

would sell it for Rs 65,000 and so

on. RBI officials reportedly said

it was very difficult for a layman

to tell these fake notes from the

original.

The role of  Pakistani intel-

ligence agency ISI in printing and

circulating FICN has never been

a secret. But the Pakistan gov-

ernment has been importing ad-

ditional currency-standard print-

ing paper and ink from compa-

nies located in UK, Sweden and

Switzerland to increase the ISI

activities. The issue has reached

such alarming proportions that it

is expected to be discussed when

chief  ministers and police chiefs

of  states get together in Delhi

on August 17 for the internal

security meeting.

A number of  arrests made

in other countries, such as Sri

Lanka and Bangladesh, in the

recent past point to Pakistani hand

in using FICN for terror related

activities. For instance, one Naush-

ad Alam Khan, arrested in Dhaka

on April 24, 2008 with FICN of

Rs 50 lakh face value had admit-

ted to links with HuJi chief  Mufti

Abdul Hannan of Bangladesh and

it was found that both had fought

for the Taliban in Afghanistan.

That the US dollar is coun-

terfeited, or even euro, is under-

standable. But the most absurd

target from a global economic

point of view is counterfeiting of

the Indian rupee. Clearly, economic

gain is not the reason for the coun-

terfeiting of  Indian rupee, unlike

for US dollars. The aim is eco-

nomic subversion and terror fi-

nancing.

It is also to be recognised

that less than a dozen global com-

panies dominate the security grade

printing and processing. These

companies will not encourage

counterfeiting and hence state

sponsored agencies have to act as

a cover to perform such task. It

is not very difficult to track the

source of  ink, paper, dies, plates

etc and nail the destabilisers and

terror financiers.

India seems to have agreed

in Egypt to continue the dialogue

with Pakistan without seeking an

end to its sponsored terrorism.

But pushing fake Indian currency

is also a form of  terrorism aimed

at destabilising our economy and

financing terror activities. The gov-

ernment should unequivocally and

unambiguously tell Pakistan that

enough is enough and that eco-

nomic terrorism is a game the two

countries can play with catastroph-

ic results for the Pakistan econo-

my. Saam, daam and bhed may

not be useful in tackling econom-

ic terrorism; dand helps.

The writer is professor of  finance and control,

Indian Institute of  Management - Bangalore,

and can be reached at vaidya@iimb.ernet.in.

Views are personal.

Economic gain is not

the reason for the

counterfeiting of

Indian rupee, unlike

for US dollars.

visit our website at

www.swadeshionline.in

CoCoCoCoCovvvvver Storer Storer Storer Storer Storyyyyy

Reserve Bank of India has now made it compulsory for the banks

to have verification and sorting machines. This has become a ne-

cessity as a lot of consumers are complaining that the ATM ma-

chines are giving out fake notes. And they are being harassed by

the banks if they try to get them replaced at the cash counters.

Punjab National Bank had this to say on the reports: “All the

notes to be supplied to banks are verified through the machine.

Fake and soiled notes are separated. Only genuine notes and those

in good condition are supplied to our branches and to the ATMs.”

Bank officials say that it is the customer’s responsibility to

prove that a fake note has been delivered to them from their ATM

machines. Incidentally, using a fake note for a transaction even

unknowingly is an offense as per the Indian laws.

ATMS Can give you fake Notes!
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In his Independence Day address

to the nation, the Prime Minis-

ter drew inspiration from the ide-

als of  service and sacrifice estab-

lished by Mahatma Gandhi. He re-

solved to ensure that every citizen

of  India was able to live a life of

dignity and self  respect. The Ma-

hatma wrote in Young India of

October 13, 1921: “I must refuse

to insult the naked by

giving them clothes they

do not need, instead of

giving them work which

they sorely need.” Per-

haps the Prime Minis-

ter has started the Em-

ployment Guarantee

Scheme NREGA to

provide precisely such

work to our people.

There is no doubt that

NREGA has provided

relief to the poorest de-

spite the administrative

deficiencies.

Simultaneously the Prime

Minister has said that restoring 9

percent growth rate is the great-

est challenge that we face today.

He wants to attract foreign capi-

tal, establish SEZs and otherwise

give free run to big business for

attaining this objective. His poli-

cy, therefore, is to first give full

freedom to big business to grow

and attain 9 percent growth rate

despite the fact that this will add

Nine percent growth will not beget self respect

GOGOGOGOGOVERNVERNVERNVERNVERNANCEANCEANCEANCEANCE

to unemployment because big

businesses mostly use automatic

machines. Then he wants to im-

pose taxes on these same busi-

nesses to run NREGA and other

welfare schemes to provide relief

from the unemployment that they

have created. This policy has two

problems. One, freedom to big

businesses leads to eating of jobs

and runs contrary to the objec-

tive of  providing dignity and self

respect to the people. Two, there

is huge leakage in collection of

taxes and implementation of  wel-

fare programs.

Another great son of  this

country Gurudev Rabindranath

Tagore threw light on the prob-

lem. In 1904 he wrote in an article

titled ‘Swadeshi Samaj’:

“Today the thoughts of

the Bengali people have

been separated from the

villages. Today the re-

sponsibility of  provid-

ing water is that of  the

government. The bur-

den of  health provision

is upon the government.

For learning also one

has to knock at the door

of  the government. The

tree that flowered itself

today begs the sky for a

rain of  flowers with its

naked branches... Knowledge was

propagated without the assistance

of  the kingship. The king definitely

honoured the learned. But the

learned were not dependent upon

him. If the king suspended all as-

sistance, even then knowledge

would continue to be propagated.

The village tank did not dry up if

the king became insolent.” Tagore

wanted the people to be free of

the shackles of  government. Gan-

To ensure a life of dignity and self-respect for every citizen of India. Prime Minister should over

come his penchant for giving freedom to big businesses for attaining 9% growth. He should

implement land reforms, provide protection to small businesses and give subsidies to businesses

for generating employment, advises Dr. Bharat Jhunjhunwala.

Tax relief can be

granted to those units

generating large

numbers of jobs and

higher rates of tax

can be imposed on

those using automatic

machinery.
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dhi too wanted to promote decen-

tralized economy. In ‘Indian Home

Rule’ he criticized centralized ma-

chinery, big cities and courts and

praised free lifestyles of the vil-

lage people.

This writer fully endorses the

Prime Minister’s resolve to pro-

vide life of dignity and self respect

to our people. But NREGA does

not lead to this. The beneficiary

becomes dependent upon the gov-

ernment machinery and loses his

dignity. Similarly the subsidized

food grains provided to BPL

households create dependence

even though that helps fill the

stomachs of  the poorest.

The Prime Minister’s policy

is not efficient from the econom-

ic standpoint either. This much is

true that there is a natural tenden-

cy for big businesses to dominate

the economy and smother small

businesses. Generation of  unem-

ployment is, therefore, ‘natural’.

The government has to intervene

to prevent this natural tendency

from manifesting. We have before

us two policies to deal with this

problem. One policy is to first give

full freedom to big businesses to

eat the jobs and deprive the peo-

ple of  employment. Then the Gov-

ernment may impose taxes on

these same businesses and imple-

ment NREGA and other welfare

programmes and provide relief  as

proposed by the Prime Minister.

Second policy is to impose restric-

tions and provide incentives to

push the businesses in a pro-em-

ployment direction.

Tax relief  can be granted to

those units generating large num-

bers of jobs and higher rates of

tax can be imposed on those us-

ing automatic machinery. Business-

es are on the receiving end in both

alternatives. They have to pay high-

er taxes in the first policy and they

have to face restrictions in the

second policy.

The Prime Minister’s policy

of  first providing freedom to big

businesses and then running wel-

fare programmes is inefficient be-

cause there is leakage in collec-

tion of  high rates of  taxes and

again in the implementation of

welfare programmes. Say, the

objective is to reach relief  of  Rs

100 to an unemployed person. In

the Prime Minister’s policy, reach-

ing this amount to the beneficia-

ry requires programme expendi-

ture of  Rs 150 because the wel-

fare bureaucracy takes a cut in the

middle. Then there are adminis-

trative expenditures to be borne

for running the welfare programs.

Say this costs another Rs 50 mak-

ing total expenditure of Rs 200.

Now there is leakage in col-

lecting additional taxes of  this

amount making the cost to the

economy about Rs 220. The cost

of  reaching the relief  of  same Rs

100 would be much lower in the

second policy. An employment sub-

sidy of  Rs 50 would provide a huge

encouragement to the businesses

to employ the same person at a

wage of  Rs 100. The Prime Minis-

ter is spending Rs 220 for the work

that can be done in Rs 50.

The effectiveness of  the

Prime Minister’s policy is question-

able on another ground. The Prime

Minister has expressed satisfaction

that the growth rate between 2005

and 2008 was at 9 percent. This

should have seen decline in Nax-

alite activities if  rapid economic

growth was the way to reach re-

lief  to the poor. But Naxalite ac-

tivities have increased. More un-

rest has been created in land ac-

quisition in Singur, Nandigram and

across the country.

The developed countries

have followed the same policy as

being espoused by the Prime

Minister in the last fifty years.

They had created a huge welfare

state. Health, education, housing

and food was provided free to the

poor and unemployed. They im-

posed huge taxes on their busi-

nesses for this purpose. Taxes

ranged from 25 to 45 percent of

GDP in these countries against

17 percent in India. But they are

now in the process of  disman-

tling these welfare programs. They

find that these doles create a

mentality of  dependence. People

cease to look for jobs. Moreover,

they are finding it difficult to col-

lect these high rates of  taxes in

the present era of globalization.

The Prime Minister is following

an already discredited path.

The Prime Minister should

overcome his penchant for giving

freedom to big businesses for at-

taining 9 percent growth rate. This

policy will not reach relief  to the

people. Instead it will turn living

human beings into lifeless bozos.

This policy is against the ideals of

Gandhi and Tagore alike. The

Prime Minister should impose pro-

employment restrictions on busi-

nesses and accept a lower rate of

growth. He should implement land

reforms, provide protection to

small businesses and give subsi-

dies to businesses for generating

employment. This will be cost ef-

fective as well as sustainable. qq

Author’s address: bharatj@sancharnet.in

The Prime Minister is

following an already

discredited path.
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The Rig Veda, the most ancient

Hindu scripture, says this:

‘Truth is One, but the sages speak

of  it by many names.’ A Hindu

believes there are many paths to

God. Jesus is one way, the Qur’an

is another, yoga practice is a third.

None is better than any other; all

are equal.” This is no monk of

the Ramakrishna Mission discours-

ing on the spiritual teachings of

Sri Ramakrishna Para-

mahamsa who had ex-

perienced the truth of

all three faiths -Hindu-

ism, Islam and Chris-

tianity — as valid for

their respective faith-

fuls. It is Lisa Miller,

Society editor in News-

week, in her column

(August 15, 2009), “We

Are All Hindus Now”.

By “We” she means

Americans.

Lisa Miller is

highly concerned that

Americans, while re-

maining true to their Christian

faith otherwise, have begun to

think and act like Hindu faithfuls.

Here is an account of  the inter-

esting rendezvous between mod-

ern America and ancient Hindu-

ism and its potential for global

religious harmony.

From melting pot to WASP

POSTPOSTPOSTPOSTPOST-MOR-MOR-MOR-MOR-MORTEMTEMTEMTEMTEM

American Christians refuse to regard the other
faiths as false?

Lisa Miller, society editor in Newsweek, is highly concerned that Americans, while remaining

true to their Christian faith otherwise, have begun to think and act like Hindu faithfuls. The crisis

of national identity in the US is evident in the article. S. Gurumurthy scrutinises her fears.

The choice of  “We” for Ameri-

cans by Lisa Miller is intentional.

It is calculated to reinstate an at-

tempted debate in the US on “the

challenges to America’s national

identity” that had failed to take off.

Samuel P Huntington, who had

prognosticated the clash of faiths

and civilisations in the 1990s, lat-

er wrote a book in 2002 titled Who

Are We? — a question addressed

to Americans. Huntington’s answer

to the question was that the core

American identity — `America’s

Creed’ as he puts it — was WASP,

that is, White (in race) Anglo-Sax-

on (in ethnicity) and Protestant (in

faith). All other identities, Hun-

tington says, are subordinate. But,

unlike his earlier work on clash of

civilisations that had set off  a fu-

rious debate within and outside the

US, his theory on WASP as Amer-

ican identity did not.

Now, some history. For over

two centuries, the American iden-

tity was based on the metaphor

of ‘the melting pot’ where all iden-

tities eventually, inevitably melt to

become the unique American por-

ridge. The theory of  ‘the melting

pot’ is traced back to

1782 when a French set-

tler in New York, J Hec-

tor de Crevecoeur, en-

visioned the US as not

merely a land of  oppor-

tunity but as a society

where individuals of  all

nations are melted into

a new race of men

whose labours and pos-

terity will one day cause

change in the world.

But, the meta-

phor of the ‘melting

pot’ received a jolt af-

ter Islamist terror

struck at the US from within. The

US identity was alternately seen

as a ‘bowl of  salads’, where all

identities remain, but in the same

bowl, that is, the US. But “where

is the dressing to cover it all?,”

asked the dissenters of  the ‘Salad

Bowl’. The result was Huntington’s

WASP as the core American iden-
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tity; but that failed to click.

Now in her article, Lisa Mill-

er seemingly answers Huntington’s

titular question “who are we” de-

risively, yet provocatively. She says

`we are ̀ Hindu’ — that means, not

WASP! Her conclusion “let us all

chant OM”; the emphasis on `us’

can even incite.

The crisis of  national identi-

ty in the US is evident in the arti-

cle. Lisa Miller is no novice in mat-

ters of faith; she is a specialist. She

writes a weekly column “Belief

Watch” in Newsweek. Says her bio,

`she reports, writes and edits sto-

ries on spirituality and belief; she

wrote The Politics of  Jesus, a cover

story in Newsweek (March 10,

2006) on the impact of religion in

the midterm elections in the US.’

See why she fears that the US

might get Hinduised.

Hinduised America?

After describing how Hindus

accept all Gods and all forms of

worship as valid, Lisa Miller says:

“The most traditional, conserva-

tive Christians have not been

taught to think like” the Hindus

do.

“They learn in Sunday school

that their religion is true, and oth-

ers are false; Jesus said, “I am the

way, the truth, and the life. No one

comes to the father except through

me.” Shortly, what Lisa Miller says

about the two faiths is this: Chris-

tianity regards all non-Christian

faiths as false, but Hinduism rec-

ognises all faiths as valid, as valid

as the Hindu creed itself. But, she

does not stop at this comparison.

She laments that most Christians

in the US are beginning to think

and believe the way the Hindus do.

She says: “recent poll data show

that conceptually, at least, we are

slowly becoming more like Hin-

dus and less like traditional Chris-

tians in the ways we think about

God, our selves, each other, and

eternity.”

Lisa Miller goes on to show

how Americans are deviating from

the fundamentals of  Christianity.

“Americans”, she says, “are

no longer buying” the view that

Christianity is the only true reli-

gion and all other religions are

false. She cites a 2008 Pew Forum

Survey and says that 65 per cent

of  “us” believe that “many reli-

gions can lead to eternal life”. This

includes 37 per cent evangelicals

— “the section”, Lisa Miller points

out, “most likely to believe that

salvation is theirs alone”. She adds.

For the Hindus who believe in re-

birth, the soul alone is sacred; for

the Christians, who do not believe

in rebirth, their body is as sacred

as the soul; yet a third of the

Americans, up from six per cent

in 1975, cremate their dead like

Hindus. Worse, a fourth of  the

Americans believe in rebirth, ac-

cording to Harris 2008 poll, like

Hindus. More. And some 30 per

cent of  the Americans, up from

20 in 2005, say “they are spiritual,

not religious”; this marginalises the

Church. She implies that these are

just consequences of the Ameri-

can Christian distancing from the

basic tenet of Christianity as the

only true faith and all other faiths

as false.

‘Semitic’ propensity for con-

flict But, what is wrong if  Amer-

ican Christians refuse to regard the

other faiths as false? Is it not the

right approach to accommodate

other faiths in a world of  diverse

faiths? Two-thirds of  Christians in

America believe in Christianity

and, at the same time, they do not

view other faiths as false. She

knows that those Americans, who

do not hate the other faiths as

false, still believe in Christianity.

But she does not seem to re-

gard mere belief  in Christianity

Christian enough, unless the faith

extends more to dismiss — that

is hate — all other faiths as false.

This view directly flows from be-

lief that the sacred text of Chris-

tianity, which proclaims it as the

only true faith and others false, is

inerrant. This is what has come

to be known as fundamentalism.

Lisa Miller’s view clearly seems

fundamentalist. This leads to how

this fundamental tenet has been

the very source of  intolerance.

The Encyclopaedia of  Britan-

nica, compiled mostly by Christian

intellectuals, says that in the very

view that Christianity is the only

true faith and other faiths are false

inheres intolerance. It says, “Chris-

tianity, from its beginning, tended

toward an intolerance that was

rooted in its religious self-con-

sciousness. Christianity under-

stands itself  as revelation of  the

divine truth that became man in

Jesus Christ himself....To be a

Christian is to `follow the truth’

(III John); ...He who does not ac-

knowledge the truth is an enemy

“of the cross of Christ” (Phil

3:18); he “exchanged the truth

about God for a lie” (Rom 1:25)

and made himself  advocate and

confederate of  the “adversary, the

devil” (I Pet 5:8). Thus one can-

not make a deal with the devil and

his party — and in this lies the

Most Christians in the

US are beginning to

think and believe the

way the Hindus do.

PPPPPost-Morost-Morost-Morost-Morost-Mortemtemtemtemtem
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basis for the intolerance of Chris-

tianity (15Ed. Vol4. Pp.49192).

That is, recognising other faiths

as valid amounts to making “a deal

with the devil”.

The fundamental command

to regard other faiths as false,
which is what, in Lisa Miller’s view,
makes one a true Christian, has
the propensity and potential for

conflicts; it has actually led to vi-
olent conflicts in history. This pro-
pensity and potential is shared by
the three monotheistic faiths —

Judaism, Islam and Christianity.

That is why the Fundamentalism

Project of  Chicago University
found that the “traits of
fundamentalism are more
accurately attributed to” sa-
cred text-based Abraham-
ic faiths — read the mono-
theistic ones — “than to
their cousins” in the East,
namely Hinduism, Sikhism,
Buddhism and Confucian-
ism (Fundamentalisms Ob-
served, University of  Chi-
cago, p820). This brings the

discourse closer to India.

Hinduised Christianity?

While Lisa Miller complains
about Hinduisation of the (‘Semit-
ic’) Christianity in the US, the sec-
ular intellectuals object to semiti-

sation of  Hinduism in India! The
seculars who complain about semi-
tisation dare not name any faith
as ‘Semitic’, even though, by
‘Semitic’, they can mean only the
Abrahamic. Scholars like Sitaram

Goel and Konrad Elst say that the
label ‘Semitic’ is “hopelessly inac-
curate” for the Abrahamic faiths
besides sounding anti-‘Semitic’ to

the Western ears. Yet the Indian

seculars insist on the word ‘Semit-

ic’ for the Abrahamic faiths. Keep-

ing aside the label issue, move on

to the core of the debate and its

history. Dr Karan Singh first char-

acterised the rise of  Hindutva in

1990s as semitisation of Hindu-

ism; later, the secular intellectuals

appropriated the label!

The Ayodhya movement,

which gave birth to the ideology

of  Hindutva, had challenged the

views of Indian seculars who had,

for decades, derided Hinduism as

“illiberal” and “inequitable” and

successfully de-legitimised Hindu-

ism in the Indian public domain.

But, the rise of  Hindutva in 1990s

made it tough for them to contin-

ue their anti-Hindu line; so they

not only U-turned, but also fell in

love with Hinduism and, more,

certified it as “liberal”! They went

on to distinguish the “liberal”

Hinduism from the “illiberal” and

“semitisised” Hindutva; they cas-

tigated Hindutva for importing

‘Semitic’ features into the liberal,

tolerant Hinduism. But, surpris-

ingly, in the entire debate, the sec-

ulars would not name the “illiber-

al” and “intolerant” ‘Semitic’ faiths

— read the Abrahamic faiths —

nor say what objectionable features

of  theirs Hindutva imports into

Hinduism! Here the secular schol-

ars in India have been less than

open and honest, while Lisa Mill-

er has been brutally explicit and

honest. She says that Hinduism is

polluting the American Christian

beliefs.

Lisa Miller’s logic seems to

be: what is the Christianity

left of Christianity if Chris-

tians do not believe it to be

the only true faith and see

other faiths as false. In Lisa

Miller’s view, while Hindu-

ism accepts all faiths as valid

as itself, a true Christian has

to believe that only his faith

is true and that even Hin-

duism, which accepts other

faiths, is a false faith. But

the secular scholars in In-

dia have no guts to say

about the ‘Semitic’ faiths what Lisa

Miller says about the Hindu faith.

The need to de-semitisise

The charge of  semitisisation of

Hinduism by the seculars is polit-

ical, not theological. The real is-

sue is the need for de-semitisising

the ‘Semitic’ — that is Abrahamic

— faiths. Beginning with Swami

Vivekananda’s expositions on in-

ter-religious harmony the dis-

course of  the Hindu school has

been a continuous plea for ‘de-

semitisising’ the ‘Semitic’ faiths.

Vivekananda even wanted India to

be “junction of  Vedanta brain and

Islamic body”; that is India, with

Hindus and Muslims, should have

The seculars who

complain about

semitisation dare not

name any faith as

‘Semitic’, even

though, by ‘Semitic’,

they can mean only

the Abrahamic.

PPPPPost-Morost-Morost-Morost-Morost-Mortemtemtemtemtem
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a body, organised and united like

the Muslims, and a mind liberated

by Vedanta — namely a society or-

ganised on Vedanta as the core

thought. That is, organised Hin-

dus and de-semitisised Muslims!

His was a call for the de-semitisi-

sation of all ‘Semitic’ faiths; men-

tion of  Islam was just the con-

text. The ‘de-semitisisation’, which

Vivekananda had pleaded for,

seems to have started in Christian-

ity in US with American Christians

beginning to accept, like Hindus

do, the other faiths too as valid.

Yet, despite that being a welcome

development, Lisa Miller is clear-

ly frightened of the de-semitisa-

tion process.

 But unless the ‘Semitic’

faiths ‘de-semitisise’, they will not

be able to contain their inherent

propensity for conflict. When a

faith says that the other faiths are

false, as in Lisa Miller’s view Chris-

tianity does, it is an invitation for

conflict with other religions. In

contrast, if  each religion accepts

that other religions are as true, will

that not put an end to clash be-

tween religions? This is conflict

avoidance. This has been the very

fundamental of  Hindu approach

to other faiths. A religion — read

Hinduism — which believes that

all religions are as valid as itself,

has no potential for conflict with

other religions. And a religion —

read a ‘Semitic’ faith — which

believes that its faith and God

alone, are true and all other reli-

gions as false, has all propensity

for conflict with other religions.

Once a faith is declared to

be false, does it not become an

object of  hate? How then can re-

ligious harmony be achieved if

some religions declare other reli-

gions to be false?

This is where opinion-mak-

ers like Lisa Miller need to rethink.

What she sees as the USP of

Christianity — namely Christians

believing in their faith as the true

faith and other faiths as false -has

the propensity and potential to dy-

namite global religious harmony;

more so because Christianity is the

largest faith in the world. Her logic

equally applies to what Islam also

believes in, namely that Islam alone

is true and all others including

Christianity false. And that is what

inspired the terrorists to attack the

US on 9/11. If Christians are man-

dated by their Text to think that

theirs is the only true faith and

others as false, Islamists too are

mandated by their Text to think

likewise.

Where will the two conflict-

ing and explosive mandates

against all other faiths lead the

world? Here is where the Hindu

view that all religions are true is

not only relevant, but seems to

be the only way out of  the dan-

gers of  religious fanaticism. The

Hindu faith itself is different

from the Hindu view of other

faiths. By saying that each faith

is sacred for its followers, a Hin-

du does not cease to be a Hindu.

Likewise if  a Muslims or Chris-

tians say that all faiths are as val-

id as theirs, they are no less

Muslims or Christians. They re-

main Christians or Muslims and

accept others faith as valid; they

only become less sectarian.

It needs no seer to say that

the features of  ‘Semitic’ faiths,

which tend to promote conflict

with other faiths, need to be giv-

en up — that is, the ‘Semitic’ faiths

need to be de-semitisised. That is

the only way out of  the current

drift towards religious and civili-

sational clashes. This is what Swa-

mi Vivekananda had warned the

world, particularly the West, on

September 11, 1893, exactly 108

years to the date of the religious

terror strike at the US on Septem-

ber 11, 2001. The young Indian

monk, who was just 30 then, plead-

ed before the august audience of

religious elders of  the world

against “sectarianism, bigotry, and

its horrible descendant, fanati-

cism” which, he pointed out, “have

filled the earth with violence,

drenched it often with human

blood, destroyed civilization and

sent whole nations to despair.”

How far-sighted a warning?

Yet, Lisa Miller seems to la-

ment, instead of celebrating, the

decline of  bigotry and sectarian-

ism in her faith. And the Indian

seculars are still impeding, instead

of  enabling, the emergence of  the

non-conflicting Hindu thought as

the global mediator between dif-

ferent faiths. Will Lisa Miller look

at Vivekananda? Will our seculars

and leftists heed him? qq

Lisa Miller seems

to lament, instead

of celebrating, the

decline of bigotry

and sectarianism

in her faith.

PPPPPost-Morost-Morost-Morost-Morost-Mortemtemtemtemtem
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Q: The main objective of  the agreement is

to “gain markets for newer products instead of

the lost traditional markets”. Which were the

lost traditional markets we had in the ASEAN

and how will India / Kerala gain in terms of

new products and markets in the ASEAN? What

are the estimates and what is the reality as of

now?

Regarding traditional markets, India has been

out-competed on spices and beverages (tea, coffee)

by Vietnam and Indonesia. On gains, India has a

negligible stake of  1 percent in ASEAN trade, and

ASEAN countries already have very low import tariffs.

Therefore India does not gain much from further

tariff  reductions by ASEAN members. The gains

from trade creation are therefore limited while loss-

es due to huge tariff  cuts by India will outweigh

these limited gains.

The present agreement on goods (including

agricultural goods) is a red herring. The real gains

that India will make will be from the upcoming

agreement on services and investments. In order to

get a favourable deal on this front concessions are

being made on goods.

Q: As the discussions in the ASEAN pro-

gressed, trade also increased. In 2000-01, trade

was worth 6.93 billion dollars, in 2007-08 it

jumped to 39.04 billion dollars. When the agree-

ment is materialsed, this will increase manifold.

Can you clarify please? Can you tell how much

of  this trade did India actually gain in? And

what is the scope of  Indian exports gaining in

India-ASEAN Free Trade Agreement

Finding Where It Hurts
The UPA-2 government is trying to pacify the agitated voices in Kerala over the Indo-ASEAN Free Trade
Agreement. In the recent days we have seen a concerted campaign in the media by the Congress party

which is trying to convince the Kerala electorate about how ‘useful’ the FTA would be for the Kerala

farmers in particular and the Kerala economy in general.
A number of  newsreports and editorials have appeared in the newspapers telling us about the

advantages of  the India-ASEAN FTA. Bhaskar Goswami, a colleague of  Devinder Sharma, has been

very keenly following the regional trade agreements, and thinks otherwise. He has answered some of
the frequently asked questions to clear the mist over the some of  the misconceptions that are being

deliberately created.

future? On what products and which sectors

gain and whose loss?

No doubt trade has increased. So has India’s

trade deficit (i.e. imports exceeding exports) with

the ASEAN members. In 2001, the trade deficit was

$3.5 bn which rose to $14.5 bn in 2007. In fact, 15%

of  overall trade deficit of  India is on account of

trade with ASEAN members. Between 2005-06 and

2006-07 India’s exports to ASEAN grew at 20.67%

while imports grew at 66%. This, when India has

much higher tariff  rates that ASEAN. Can anyone

explain how will reducing import duties drastically

by India with very marginal duty reduction by ASEAN

help India’s cause? How will India gain access in

ASEAN markets for agriculture products when al-

ready there are major agri-exporters among Viet-

nam, Indinesia, Malaysia and Thailand?

In manufacturing, applied tariffs are much low-

er than agri tariffs in ASEAN and India will find it

tough to compete. ASEAN countries are the world’s

lead exporters of  light manufacturing products which

India can never hope to displace. Plus, factor in

China - it already has a head-start over India as it

has an existing FTA with ASEAN. The Rules of

Origin (ROO) have been diluted to 35%. This means

that ASEAN members can add 35% value to prod-

ucts imported from non-ASEAN countries and sell

it in India. On the other hand, India’s FTAs with

ASEAN members like Thailand and Singapore have

ROO pegged at 40%. In fact, even the China-ASEAN

FTA has a 40% ROO standard. Why did India agree

to dilute its ROO norms? There are innumerable

FTFTFTFTFTAAAAA
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semi-processed products from China that may under-

go 35% processing in ASEAN countries and be el-

igible to be traded in India.

Among India’s exports to ASEAN countries,

refined petro products stand at the top. Organic

chemicals, pharmaceuticals, gems and jewelry and

metal scraps follow. However, since import tariffs

in ASEAN countries on these products are already

quite low, there is not much scope for increasing

trade.

Likely loss to be suffered in agriculture, elec-

tronics, motor car equipments, textiles, and light

manufacturing goods. There are reports that India

has already approached the ADB for a loan to

compensate industries that are likely to be hit by the

FTA. I doubt whether agriculture figures in the list.

As I mentioned earlier, it is services that gains

are anticipated as India is the 10th largest services

exporter in the world while ASEAN is a net import-

er. For the sake of  comparison, the US imports $300

bn worth in services while ASEAN members im-

port $150 bn in services! That is where India smells

an opportunity and hence this sacrifice of  agricul-

ture and goods. We will have to wait for the services

negotiations to be over till this comes out into the

open.

Q: India stands to gain through getting

markets for agri products such as oil seeds, wheat

and other products such as machineries, parts,

steel, steel products, meat, auto-parts, chemi-

cals, synthetic textiles etc. How much? What

will this mean (gains / impacts) in terms of

number of  workers/farmers/fisherfolk etc ?

In case of  wheat, Thailand imports around

around 9 lakh tonnes of  wheat each year which is

primarily sourced from the USA. This is likely to

change as Thailand has sealed an FTA with Austra-

lia, another major wheat exporter. Does the govern-

ment honestly believe that India can compete with

subsidised wheat exports from the USA or a low

cost producer like Australia?

Another wheat importing country is Vietnam

where India already controls around 42% of wheat

market therefore the scope of  expanding exports is

limited. Philippines imports wheat for animal feed

and USA dominates the supply chain. Australia meets

70% of  wheat requirement of  Malaysia. Given these

realities, I certainly do not share the optimism es-

pecially when wheat prices in India today are ruling

much higher than international prices.

On oilseeds, India does stand to gain, especially

on exports of  oil cakes and castor oil. But then India

is already a world leader in this sector and irrespec-

tive of  ASEAN it has a good market. In fact, I don’t

know what would be the gain stipulated by the

government on oilseed be when it is the cheaper

imports of  palm oil from Malaysia and Indonesia

that is known to have destroyed India’s domestic

edible oil production capacity, which means destroy-

ing oilseeds production.

Exports of  meat, especially halal, can go up if

India expands its domestic processing facilities and

matches ASEAN sanitary and phytosanitary stan-

dards.

I am not so sound on non-agri goods hence

would not like to comment on them. However

ASEAN is a major exporter of  light machinery and

India does not stand a chance against them.

Q: Indian markets will also open up for

ASEAN agri products, and Indian markets are

prepared for that. But traditional agriculture,

fish product markets will not be open, because

for this the ASEAN has agreed upon a negative

list. In fact, this is the first time that ASEAN

countries has agreed upon on a negative list for

any country, can you qualify/counter this ?

This is being economical with truth. While

ASEAN does not have a negative list, it does have

a sensitive and highly sensitive list. For instance,

China has 400 items on the sensitive list of  its FTA

with ASEAN of  which 160 is on the highly sensitive

list. Duty on sensitive products in the China-ASEAN

FTA will come down to 0-5% by 2015 and that for

highly sensitive items will be slashed by 50% by

2018.

It is interesting that GoI does not talk about

the sensitive list of  ASEAN. While GoI has not put

this list in the public domain, ASEAN’s stand is well

known. It wishes to maintain the sensitive/ highly

sensitive list that prevails in its FTA with China.

Under that, ASEAN has earmarked around 2,200

items under the sensitive/ highly sensitive category.

So, who gains more from protectionism?

Q: A ‘negative list’ is a protective wall, and

no tarif  reduction is needed for it. 489 products

are in this list, 302 are agri products, Copra,

Coconut oil, Coconut, Rice, Rubber, some fish

types like Mathi , Chemmeen, Crab, milk and

FTFTFTFTFTAAAAA
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milk products, honey, cashew, banana, pineap-

ple, mangoes, orange, vanilla, jathi, coriander,

jeera, ginger, turmeric, tapioca etc are in the

negative list. Is this true, fully? How effective

this is? And what does this mean to the Kerala

farmer ?

India has 489 tariff  lines under the negative list

which includes 302 agricultural items, 81 items from

textiles and clothing, 52 items from machinery and

auto, and 32 items from chemicals and plastics. In

addition, there are 22 other items from various other

sectors. For products that are not on the negative

list, duties will be reduced in a phased manner and

the duty will be brought down to zero by 2019. On

5 items - tea, coffee, pepper, crude palm oil and

refined palm oil - are on the highly sensitive list and

will undergo partial duty cut in 2009. Duty on tea

and coffee will be brought down to 45%, pepper to

50%, for CPO and RPO it will be brought down to

37.5% and 45% respectively.

Yes, the list does cover these items. However,

coconut oil has a close substitute in palm oil. Cheap

pepper meant for oleoresin extraction will find its

way into the open market.

Q: Coffee, Tea, Pepper etc are in the highly

sensitive list. This is a great precaution that has

been provided for Kerala. What do you say? How?

On pepper, bound tariff  will be reduced to

50% by 2019. At present, India’s import duty for

pepper under HS 0904 is 70% plus other duty and

tax as laid down by Customs. How can the govt. say

that a 20% duty cuts under ASEAN for pepper will

not impact Kerala farmers? Besides, the argument

that inferior pepper is imported from Vietnam for

manufacturing oleoresins is partly true. Back in 2005,

Sri Lankan pepper flooded North Indian markets

and depressed domestic prices forcing the govt. to

enforce a quota regime. These imports were not for

oleoresins but sourced from Indonesia and sold in

markets for consumption by households. Even while

the official stand is that 75% of  pepper imports go

into oleoresins while 25% (which too is quite high

in volume terms and in turn depresses price) reach

open markets, the fact remains that except EOUs

engaged in oleoresin extraction, most processors

leak cheap imported pepper into the domestic market.

In my opinion, roughly 50% of  pepper imported for

oleoresin production for re-exporting finds its way

out into the market. That is the primary reason for

pepper prices remaining depressed despite a quota

cap on Sri Lanka FTA imports. Import tariffs for

both coffee and tea (presently 100%) will be brought

down to 45% by 2019. Will that not hit the tea and

coffee plantations? Or does the government feel that

in 10 years it would be able to match productivity

levels of  ASEAN countries and out-compete them?

Q: The tariffs for the products in the high-

ly sensitve list will be reduced step by step but

even after 10 years it will not be reduced to

zero. The protection will continue. For exam-

ple for palm oil it is currently 80 % and in 2019

will only be reduced to 37.5 %, for coffee and

tea its now 100% and it will come down to 45%,

for pepper from 70% to 50%”. How true is this?

How effective is this ?

The reason for Kerala’s worry are on two fronts

which I am afraid nobody is properly articulating.

One is lower levels of  productivity. With the excep-

tion of  rubber, productivity of  all plantation crops

in Kerala are lower than that of  ASEAN members.

The second issue is that of  cost of  cultivation which

is way higher than what prevails in ASEAN coun-

tries. In such a scenario, how will Kerala farmers

compete against cheap imports?

This is being economical with the truth... a bit

of  political savvy-ness by GoI. What Chandi is re-

ferring to are the applied tariff  rates and not the

bound rates. For palm oil, the bound tariff  is 300%

which will now come down to 37.5%. The bound

tariff  for tea is 150% which will come down to 45%.

Bound tariff  for raw coffee (neither roasted nor

decaffeinated) stands at 100% while that for all other

forms of  coffee is 150%, which will come down to

45%. Bound tariff  for raw pepper (neither crushed

nor ground) stands at 100% while that for crushed

or ground is 150%, which will be brought down to

50%. At WTO negotiations, all tariff  cuts are based

on bound levels and not applied levels. So why is not

the same yardstick applied here?

Q: This is an opportunity for a comprehen-

sive change in the agriculture sector in Keala and

India. The Indian agri products must get pre-

pared to compete with the ASEAN countries.

Intensive efforts will be taken in these 10 years

to increase productivity. A massive effort is going

to be taken to make the agriculture, fisheries

sector competetive to any country in the world.

FTFTFTFTFTAAAAA

[Conitnued on page 28]
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There is a constant effort to say

the economy of  the developed

nations is a free market economy.

This is not said by any ordinary

persons but even by recent Noble

Laureates like Amartya Sen, Joseph

E. Stiglitz and others. We cannot

say that they have not read the eco-

nomics textbooks or they have for-

gotten what they learnt and taught

in the classes of  economics. In case

of  Amartya Sen, one can say that

he is infatuated by the knowledge

of  the West.

Indian economists as well as

other social scholars take pride in

quoting these and other econo-

mists of  the West while writing

essays in economics wherein West’s

“free market” is liberally quoted

Free Market – Disinformation of the West

Free Market economy does not exist, not even in West. Monopolist capitalist and big corporates

are fully aware that a true free market economy will finish them once for all. It is therefore,

nothing but disinformation aimed to protect capitalism at any cost, explain D.G. Bokare

ECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMYECONOMY

while eulogizing the material

progress of  the West. I can under-

stand when the government econ-

omists hide their ignorance by tak-

ing the shelter to propagate the

programmes under capitalist eco-

nomic system in India especially

since 1990s. I have seen even text-

books in economics of  graduate

level studies in our country where-

in the authors quote West’s econo-

mies as ‘free market’ economies. It

only means that we have over time

developed some sort of  inferiori-

ty complex in not knowing what

free market means in real terms.

Those opposing capitalism also

quote these words ‘free market’ in

their essays. I am little disturbed

when I read ‘free market econo-

my’ words in the Resolution No.

1 passed at the National Council

Meeting of SJM held recently in

Devbhoomi Kullu (refer July 09

issue of  Sadeshi Patrika).

In the West, many economists

have written a large number of

books on this single subject of free

market. Right from Adam Smith

this topic is more freely discussed

while differentiating monopoly

from free market. Still it is inten-

tionally propagated that all the de-

veloped economies are practicing

free market systems. It is nothing

but systematic efforts of  selling

capitalism under a false name of

free market competition to all the

countries across the world and

more particularly after the demise

of  Marxian economics. Our gov-

ernment has also joined the game

of  the West since 1990s and sell-

ing the same spurious medicine to

our educated people. We ignore the

economic laws, which differentiate

between monopoly and free mar-

ket economies. In free market con-

ditions we would never come

across situation that is dominated

by a few sellers.

How the prices are decided

in the market is most important

criteria in the free market econo-

mies. This has never existed in the

past and also not available any-

where in the world. Noble Laure-

ate Paul Samuelson writes in his

13th edition of  Economics (page
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39): “A market is an arrangement

by whose buyers and sellers of  a

commodity interact to determine

its price and quantity”. When we

look at the present price-decisions

we find that the price of  the in-

dustrial commodity is decided not

between buyers and sellers but in

producer’s factory and not in mar-

ket. On the contrary, prices of  ag-

riculture produce are decided not

in the farmland but in the open

free market. Who decides the price

of  industrial product? Of  course,

the monopolist and not by a free

marketer.

Let us look at what the big

names in the realm of economic

systems say about this.

Adam Smith defined monop-

oly as under-

1. People of  the same trade seldom

meet together, even for merri-

ment and diversion, but the con-

versation ends in a conspiracy

against the public, or in some

contrivance to raise prices.

2. A monopoly granted either to

an individual or to a trading

company has the same effect as

a secret in trade or manufacture.

3. The monopolists by keeping

the market under-stocked, by

never freely supplying the effec-

tual demand, sell their com-

modities above the natural pric-

es, and raise their emoluments

whether they consist in wages

or profit, greatly above their

natural rates. The price of  the

monopoly is upon every occa-

sion the highest, which can be

got. Natural prices can be tak-

en, not upon every occasion

indeed, but for any considerable

time together.

Though the economists from

the West eulogize Adam Smith’s

contributions to the field of eco-

nomics, they intentionally over-

look his thoughts on free market

philosophy. E. A, G. Robinson has

very clearly distinguished various

forms of  monopoly marketers

(refer chapter 12 on Robinson on

page 401 by Earnest Mandel in his

book’ Marxist Economic Theory).

He lists Gentlemen’s agreements,

cartels, pools, holding companies,

etc. as the components of  mo-

nopoly in the market systems.

This list is further elaborated in

recent time by adding patents,

copyrights, limited liability joint

stock companies, IPRs, trade

unions, trademarks, etc.

(patents, copyrights, trade-

marks, limited liability compa-

nies etc) bestowed upon by the

government-made laws on any

section of  the market players.

2. There should be a large num-

ber of buyers and sellers in the

market place and all should

have equal economic status.

3. No player will have any influ-

encing powers for deciding

quantities and prices of the

marketable products.

4. Prices must be decided in the

market place only by mutual

consent of  both the parties to

the transaction.

Paul Samuelson writes about

effects of  free competition: The

prices of products are forced

downward and eventually those

come down to cost of  production

of  the products. He also adds to

say that ‘competitive market is an

ideal device for efficiency in allo-

cation of  resources’. But he warns

every one that such an ideal free

market will never exist. This is

nothing but disinformation to pro-

tect capitalism at any cost. There

is no economic theory for monop-

oly saying that it works universally

and eternally. The end of  monop-

oly market economies is therefore

not avoidable.

Charles Gide has been quot-

ed on free market competition by

Dr. M G Bokare extensively in his

book, Hindu-economics (page 64),

since Gide was found faithful in

fearlessly stating in his textbook the

following:

1. It adopts production to con-

sumption.

2. It stimulates production.

3. It causes gradual lowering of

prices and tends to cheapen

goods in the interest of  all per-

sons.

What do we see in Indian ag-

riculture market fields? The farm

produce is brought in large quan-

tities by a large number of  produc-

ers. The prices of  these produce

are negotiated and also fixed in the

market place itself, barring where

the support prices are decided by

the government to ward off  any

exploitation by monopolists. It is,

therefore, called nearest approxi-

mation of  free market. Can we say

this about industrial products

across the world? The answer is

positively NO. How then can we

call the present market system as

“free market” system?

The criteria of  free market are

decided by the following elements

responsible for such a free com-

petitive market system.

1. There should be no privileges

The price of the

industrial commodity

is decided not between

buyers and sellers but

in producer’s factory

and not in market.
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 4.  It affects progressive equaliza-

tion of  economic conditions by

reducing profit and wages to

nearly the same levels in all in-

dustries

No monopolist in such a sit-

uation would ever like this result

for remaining in the business. He,

therefore, has to have legislative

privileges to protect himself  from

such a negative effect. We experi-

ence this kind of  uneasiness dur-

ing the period of  recession. Low-

er profits in this period shake him.

This necessitates him and his col-

leagues in similar businesses to

protest before the government

and pressurize (even some time

threaten) it to legislate in favour

of  privileges.

Today we are witnessing it by

us in the current economic melt-

down in the developed economies.

Big corporations are threatening

their local governments to be

ready to face consequences if their

requests for bailout packages are

refused. They are aware that true

free markets conditions would

finish them once for all from

their existence. Today’s efforts in

these economies are towards pro-

tecting the monopoly market

conditions at any cost. That will

also be the end of capitalism it-

self. How can we then call their

economies as ‘free market’ econ-

omies? They are nothing but mo-

nopoly market economies under

government protection.

Pope Benedict-16 has said in

his recent Encyclical released on 7th
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July 2009 that capitalism is now

“obsolete”. While talking on free

market he called for the creation

of  a model of  market economy

capable of including within its

range all peoples and not the bet-

ter offs (i.e. monopolists).

As such he is looking for an

alternative economic system build

around the human being and a truly

free market mechanism. He also

says that in and of  itself, the mar-

ket is not, and must not become,

the place where the strong subdue

the weak. This is coming from the

highest office of  the  large Catho-

lic population of  the world. He is

expressing himself  very boldly

against monopoly market condi-

tions, which has benefited only the

selected few elite and greedy peo-

ple of  the world. It has deprived

largest population of  bare mini-

mum necessities of  life. qq

Protecting Monoply

Market Conditions will

be the end of capitalism

itself.
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After the establishment of

WTO in January 1995, a fun-

damental shift is occurring in the

world economy. We are moving

away from a world in which na-

tional economies were relatively

self  contained entities, isolated

from each other by barriers to

cross-border trade and investment;

by distance, time zones, and lan-

guage; and by national differenc-

es in government regulation, cul-

ture and business system.

Today the global economies

are in the grip of  recession. There

has been catastrophic change in

the economic scenario of the glo-

bal economies. Booming world

economies have experienced sud-

den onslaught. Leading financial

institutions have crumbled down.

Confidence of  corporate organi-

zations has shaken all over the

world. Share markets have crashed.

Finance and insurance as well as

the service industries are experi-

encing tremendous turmoil all over

the world. Manufacturing sector

is also hit very badly. The entire

scene has undergone an unprec-

edented change. People of  devel-

oped and also developing coun-

tries are raising their voice against

global world economic order. They

are discussing with each other how

long this scenario is going to

continue?  What has caused this

havoc globally? Which are the

Gandhi and the Global World Economic Order

other industries going to be hit

further? What are the remedial

measures companies have to take

to protect themselves? These are

some of the questions pondering

the minds of  everyone today.

It is in the context of this

basic reason, explaining the glo-

bal economic crisis of  today that

Gandhian economic thought be-

comes more relevant and Gan-

dhian view-point appears as the

only hope of  the Twenty-First

century. The present paper is an

attempt to explain this basic theme

in a systematic manner.

Gandhi himself  was a prod-

uct of globalization. Hence he did

understand the advantage and dis-

advantage of  globalization. Once

he said, “I do not want my house to

be walled in on all sides and my win-

dows to be stuffed. I want the cultures

of  all lands to be blown about my

house as freely as possible. But I refuse

to be blown off  my feet by any.”

A comparative analysis of

both of  the supporters and crit-

ics of  globalization shows that

both of  them have shared their

views on production. But, on the

one hand globalization is rooted

in mass production, and on the

other hand Gandhi talks about

‘production’ by masses. Gandhi

says “I would categorically state my

conviction that the mania for mass

production is responsible for the world

crisis. Granting for the moment that

machinery may supply all the needs of

humanity, still, it would concentrate

production in particular areas, so that

you would have to go in a roundabout

way to regulate distribution; whereas,

Gandhi was against globalisation. Contrary to his concepts of Swadeshi, process of

globalisation is aimed at accumulation of wealth in few hands. He wanted ‘globe of

villages’ not a ‘global village’, feels Shailendra Sengar

OPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINIONOPINION
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if  these production and distribution are

both in the respective areas where things

are required, it is automatically regu-

lated and there is less chance for fraud,

none for speculation.”

This Gandhian perspective

on mass-production shows that

the dominant nations would def-

initely be able to exploit the so-

called weaker or unorganized race

of  the world as is happening these

days. Enriched economics are pro-

ducing things on mass level and

using the Third World countries

as their markets, which often re-

sults in the reduction of the in-

digenous economy of  devel-

oping countries. This is the

reason why Gandhi pleads for

localization of the production

and consumption. Gandhi use

to say: “When production and con-

sumption both become localized, the

temptation to speed-up ‘production’

indefinitely at any price, disappears.

All the endless difficulties and prob-

lems that our present day economic

system presents, too, would then come

to an end.”

In fact, Gandhi’s idea of

production in very much rooted

in his philosophy of  village econ-

omy. Under the policy of  global-

ization the effort is underway to

transform the whole world into a

single village, what we call a ‘glo-

bal village’. Contrary to this, Gan-

dhi always wanted to develop the

concept of  a ‘Globe of  villages’.

Gandhi Says: “ To develop India is

to develop its villages. India is to be

found not in its cities but in its 7,00,000

villages.” He further says “I would

say that if the village perishes India

will perish too. India will be no more

India. Her own mission in the world

get lost.9”

Developing a village, accord-

ing to Gandhi, is to make it self-

sustained and capable of manag-

ing its affairs even to the extent

of  developing its self  against the

world. To make it self-sustained

is to enable it to produce most

of what is needed to fulfill the

basic needs of its people and pos-

sibility of  some others. Actually,

the inculcation of this idea of a

‘Globe of  Villages’ in the basic

theme of  his gospel of  ‘swadeshi’.

His belief  is that if  we have the

swadeshi spirit in us, villages and

village industries would flourish

where production would be made

by the masses.

Further, against the present

day global homogenous culture of

McDonald or Coca Cola, Gandhi

says: “What is good for one nation

suited in one condition is not necessarily

good enough for another differently suit-

ed. One man’s food is often another

man’s poison. Physical geography of  a

country has predominant share in de-

termining its culture. A fur coat may

be a necessity for the dweller in the

polar regions, it will smother those liv-

ing in the equatorial regime.”

Contrary to these Gandhian

concepts of  swadeshi and indig-

enous culture, the process of  glo-

balization with the help of  devel-

oped means of  transport and com-

munication is trying to transform

the local culture into a global cul-

ture. Whilst globalization may be

the prevailing force, this doesn’t

mean that localization is without

significance. The particularity of

place and culture can never be

done away with, can never be ab-

solutely transcend. Thus, it can

be said that the concepts of  ‘Glo-

bal Culture’ or ‘Global village’

need to be replaced by ‘Cul-

tures of  Globe’ or ‘Villages of

Globe’ as per the Gandhian

thought.

Further, if  we look at the

ultimate aim of this philoso-

phy we find that Gandhi’s ide-

al is people’s happiness, which

is achievable through the in-

strumentality of  self-activity or,

putting it materialistically, in-

digenous production. This is

not quantifiable but it is clear

and precise enough for being made

the goal of  a development strat-

egy. It is, therefore, not identical

with the modern globaliser’s or

economist’s notion of  welfare,

which consists very largely of

material consumption. When the

availability of  goods increases

along with it increases the mate-

rial consumption of  the goods.

Quite obviously, welfare in this

understanding would be a mea-

surable concept and therefore

more congenial for modern or

mathematical economists. Thus,

while the policy of globalization

is deeply rooted in materialism,

Gandhian economics is morali-

ty-centric.

Gandhi pleads for

localization of the

production and

consumption.

OpinionOpinionOpinionOpinionOpinion
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In fact, making prof-

it is not ethically undesir-

able. A businessman has

the right of  make profit;

but he has to keep his

profit-making endeavor

within the bounds of

morality. He would do that

marvelously well if  he

treats himself  as the trust-

ee of  the property from

the use of  which he earns

his profit. Gandhi had the

moral right to say to a cap-

italist that he should do

that because he himself  always

kept his personal & public oper-

ations well within the bounds of

morality. But the globaliser or the

profit-maker capitalist of  these

days have lost their right to do

that because of their practice of

perpetuating power through dom-

ination and exploitation.

Actually the policy of glo-

balization, going in for multina-

tional trade, is aimed at encourag-

ing the accumulation of  wealth in

the hands of  a few individuals.

This results in heavy donation

from capitalist countries to eco-

nomically poor countries. And

when this happens the big capi-

talist countries get an opportuni-

ty to dominate the economy of

the developing nations which are

striving for development. In this

way the process of  domination

and exploitation which Gandhi

pleaded have not accumulated

money to such extent that they

can donate and further dominate

others. These village industries are

following the axiom of  the Gan-

dhian model of  development. This

is the reason why Gandhi said: to

develop India while preserving its

ethics and cultural identity is to

develop its villages. And the eth-

ical formation of  this assertion is

valid even today.

Further, if  we analyse the

consequences of  globalization, we

find it not only ruins the ethics

of  society or human values with-

in the individual personality, but

erodes this earth and its nature to

a great extent as well. Today’s

consumer society has little sense

of  obligation to the environment.

Consequently we are now facing

one big problem, which can deny

the whole human evolution- the

destruction of  the natural envi-

ronment. Today the environment

is degraded, waterways assaulted,

non-renewable resources deplet-

ed, and the atmosphere corrupt-

ed. In this very context Gandhi’s

call to limits wants more relevant

than ever. Gandhi says: “If  you are

to satisfy your need, the earth will sup-

ply everything for you. If  it if  for greed,

the world can never satisfy that. It will

destroy the whole of  nature.

Do not go to greed, live at the

level of  need only. Then nature

will supply everything for you.”

Gandhi did not

want others to follow his

ascetic attitude and ways

but he wanted people to

be wise to understand that

natural resources are limit-

ed. We cannot exploit the

nature continuously driven

by the consumerist mania

from which the global world

is immensely suffering.

The above facts clearly re-

veal that Gandhi was against glo-

balization. In fact, Gandhi was not

against India having global con-

cerns, or global collaborative en-

terprises. But he would not have

preferred globalization in the way

it is being projected today. He

would have rejected it since, in

effect, it means free trade. He was

forthright in saying that “England

has sinned against India by forc-

ing free trade upon her.” He was

in favour of  having an indigenous

way of  development using, as far

as possible, indigenous resources,

in keeping with India’s cultural and

ethical traditions. The idea most

fundamental to his model is that

neither in planning a method of

development nor in its execution

should there by anything which is

unethical. It may look odd these

days to be so much concerned

with ethics and morality. But the

humanity that has already suffered

and lost its credibility, pins its

hopes in Gandhi and Gandhi’s

India. Let us conclude with the

lines of  Arnold Toynbee: “It is

becoming clear that a chapter which had

a western beginning, will have an In-

dian ending if it is not to end in the

self-destruction of  the human race.”   qq

We have the swadeshi

spirit in us, villages

and village industries

would flourish where

production would be

made by the masses.

OpinionOpinionOpinionOpinionOpinion
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Phenomenally rising prices and

a disconnect between the

wholesale price index and the con-

sumer price index are impacting the

country’s economy and develop-

ment. The Reserve Bank of  India

has rejected the Government’s

claims of “definite and robust signs

of  recovery”. The RBI is neither

satisfied with the Government’s ex-

planation on the price situation nor

does it share the euphoria on neg-

ative inflation. It is more concerned

about the food price inflation as

various CPI (retail price indicators)

are ruling at elevated levels.

In its latest review of the eco-

nomic situation, it has dispelled the

myth that WPI is in the negative.

In its analysis, it has pointed out

that WPI on essential commodities

has increased by 10.25 per cent,

food articles by 8.25 per cent and

primary articles by 4.96 per cent

though the overall projections on

WPI based on all commodities

show a negative rise of  below one

per cent. The convolution has been

attributed to low weightage given to

Rising food prices bother Economy & Development

The RBI in its latest review of the economic situation has dispelled the myth that WPI is in the

negative and has pointed out that WPI on essential commodities has increased by 10.25 per cent,

food articles by 8.25 per cent and primary articles by 4.96 per cent The back-to-growth claims of

Government, therefore, have no merit, argues Shivaji Sarkar

food items in WPI. The WPI on

manufactured food items too have

remained at a high of 9.8 per cent.

The central bank has also

busted the myth that rural inflation

is less than the urban. The CPI for

rural labourers has spurted by

11.26 per cent and agricultural la-

bourers by 11.52 per cent. The CPI

for industrial (urban) workers hov-

ers over 8.26 per cent.

The analysis reveals that there

is more propaganda on the WPI.

“The CPI inflation tracks the es-

sential commodities component of

WPI quite closely”, the bank states.

The rising food prices have se-

verely affected the manufacturing

sector. Owing to low surpluses with

the people, the demand for manu-

factured items has gone down. It is

reflected by negative 0.05% and is

impacting the industry. The Central

bank is flummoxed at the trend. It

makes a candid admission, “The

divergence in various price indices

evidently increases the complexity

of  inflation assessment”, it says.

The prices also reflect to an-

other grim scenario. The borrow-

ings of  the Government are break-

ing limits. The net Central Govern-

ment borrowing till September

would be Rs 2,65,911 crore —

higher by Rs 58,000 crore from the

Interim Budget. The Government

till end July has already taken bor-

rowings of  Rs 1,67,911 crore or 63

per cent of  the first half  projections.

The RBI also provided for-

eign exchange liquidity to the Gov-

ernment. It has caused concern for

the RBI as its own foreign ex-

change assets have declined. Net

foreign exchange reserves itself

have declined by $ 20.1 billion and

as the rupee value has plummeted

the actual valuation loss is estimat-

ed at $ 58 billion. Credit expansion

has also been hit particularly by

private banks. Foreign banks have

stopped extending loans. This is a

pointer to the loss of faith in In-

dia’s growth projection.

The credit flow is coming only

from public sector banks. It remains

over 20 per cent, more than estimat-

ed. But non-food credit, meaning

largely industrial credit, has come

down to 0.4 per cent against a rise

of 1.6 per cent last year in April-

June period. The credit for the com-

mercial sector remains subdued.

The six per cent growth pro-

jected by the RBI also looks un-

real and it admits so as there is “ab-

sence of  any firm signs of  global

recovery”. It has noted the contin-

uous downward revision in global

growth projections by the IMF in

July. It is telling severely on India’s

external trade and negative balance

of  payment — higher imports and

lower exports. Price stability has

been stated as the key to any fu-

ture growth. Food prices have to

stabilise for a positive growth. qq

The writer is a senior economic affairs journalist.

The CPI for rural

labourers has spurted by

11.26% & agricultural

labourers by 11.52%.

The CPI for industrial

(urban) workers hovers

over 8.26%.
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“Families are shock-absorbers, not
shock-generators” said Mr. S. Gu-

rumurthy. This unique view of  the

link between socio-economic factors
was an eye-opener for the students

of  various colleges in Chennai, who

assembled at M.O.P. Vaishnav Col-
lege for Women on 4th August, 2009.

The National Co-Convenor of  SJM,

Mr. Gurumurthy aired out the view
while addressing  the Entrepre-

neurship Development Program

jointly organised by Swadeshi Ja-
garan Manch and M.O.P Vaishnav

College. He spoke on the Feminine

Character of  Indian Economy, an
insightful analysis on how India

has been able to survive the reces-

sion with minimum damage.
The comparison between

Western, especially American and

Indian societal and family values,
their vast differences and the effect

this had on the economy of  the re-

spective nations was explained by
Mr. Gurumurthy. He also spoke

about how contract based societies

are not dependable. In America es-
pecially, “The propensity to save was

destroyed because the government

took care of  everything.” The need
or rather the inclination to save for

the family and future generations

was removed from the Western
psyche. Children are expected to be

financially independent of  their par-

ents from a very early age.
The situation in family based

societies is the exact opposite. In

Asian countries, family is considered
above all. The needs of  the children

and family are given first priority.

The statistics given were staggering.
There are 51% single parent fami-

lies in America. On the other hand,

India Economy survived the Global crisis due to its
Feminine Character

75% of  the world’s savings are from
Asia, a family-centric society. The

Japanese savings in banks alone are

around 7 trillion dollars.
The spending-driven character

of  the western economy, according

to Mr. Gurumurthy, is masculine in
nature. The Indian economy with its

philosophy of  no waste, but waste

to wealth, is an essentially feminine

trait. He observed that people could

sustain themselves through their
families if, as women, the students

of  the college understand the im-

pact of this crisis and their role in
these times.

Ms. Namrata Sundaresan,

Managing Partner, Zen Knowledge
Services summarised the “Essentials

of  Entrepreneurship” by asking stu-

dents to be a believer& dreamer but
get facts right; be passionate, with-

out being obsessed; ready to take on

any challenge/obstacle. She further
added that problem that comes your

way have a solution one needs need

to find them & for it one must be a
keen learner - from people around

you & evolve.

Mr. K N Govindacharya, Con-
venor, National Self-Esteem Move-

ment distributed the Swadeshi En-

trepreneur Awards to 13 first gen-
eration entrepreneurs and delivered

the Key Note address. He said,

“God has given each country a
unique and distinguishable question

paper and each one of  them have

to find the answers according to the
questions posed to them.  As the his-

torical background and the geo-

graphical conditions of  each nation
vary from the other, simply fram-

ing the policies of a nation on the

footsteps of  others would not suit
to its development”.  Especially

with reference to ladies, he re-

marked, “In the West, women are
considered as objects of  enjoy-

ment and entertainment where-

as in India women are revered as
Gods”.  In many countries wom-

en were butchered, raped and

molested en masse and in con-
trast India has always respected

women”.  “Indian women are en-

dowed with inherent management
skills and hence it is quite natural

that many entrepreneurs honoured

here are women” he said and con-
gratulated the entrepreneurs for

their contribution.

Mr. Rama Nambi Narayanan,
State Organising Secretary, SJM in-

troduced the theme of  the event

and Dr. Nirmala Prasad, Principal,
welcomed the dignitaries and the

gathering. Ms. Deepthi Menon,

HRD Minister of  MOP Vaishnav
College proposed the vote of

thanks.  Ms. Divya Mittal, SJM vol-

unteer compeered the show.  Dr.
Lalitha Balakrishnan, VP of the

college and Ms. Uthira, Commerce

Department Professor were instru-
mental in ensuring that all the ar-

rangements are made in tact for the

event that saw the participation of
around 500 girls from different

colleges of  Chennai. qq

From Left to Right : Mr. Ravichandran, Dr. Nirmala Prasad, Mr.
Govindacharya, Mr. Gurumurthy, Ms. Namrata Sundaresan

@ Susanna Lazarus
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Anglo-Saxon free market capitalism has robbed
the people, and enriched the corporates

It is not that all West is alike. It

is the Anglo-Saxon West which

has extensively disturbed the har-

monious traditional sequential link

and substituted it with the new

modern sequential link. The situ-

ation in other Western societies,

particularly, Italy and Spain which

continue to be family oriented is

substantially different. They are

more like the East where there is

a strong family orientation which

preserves the natural sequential

link. So the capitalism of the An-

glo-Saxon West is founded on un-

bridled individualism, and conse-

quently it has become a single-

minded pursuit of profit and mon-

ey to the exclusion of  all aspects

of  life.

This has led to the emergence

of  a Frankenstein economic model

based on unrestrained consump-

tion by spending even beyond

one’s income. With the state tak-

ing care of  social security, the in-

dividuals were freed from the fear

of, and the responsibility of  sav-

ing for, rainy days. In fact the sav-

ings was regarded by the econom-

ic leadership of the US – read Alan

Greenspan the US Fed Chief  till

early 2006 – as an outdated fea-

ture characteristic of  the develop-

ing world, where the governments

did not provide for social security

thereby compelling the people to

save and to look after themselves.

Greenspan also said – citing the

existence of  social security which

obviated the need for private sav-
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ings, which in developing econo-

mies are compelled to do – the

people in developed countries have

the confidence to spend beyond

their current income. This is how

the US economy became a low sav-

ing, high spending and high con-

sumption affair particularly in the

last decade.

Those countries, which found

the high consumption US to be a

good market, kept on exporting

to US and getting paid in Dollars

and reinvesting their Dollar re-

serves in the US, with the result

that the US was virtually borrow-

ing from the exporters of  goods

to the US and paying for their

goods. In substance this meant

that the US actually printing and

issuing pro-notes, that is the

Dollar notes, as discharge for their

import obligations. As the Econ-

omist magazine said very early in

1990s that the  Dollar had be-

come the biggest export of  item

of the US!

This has led to the US in-

curring huge trade deficits and

covering them by borrowing in

the global market, thus bringing

back as debts the Dollars it had

printed and circulated to pay for

its imports. With domestic sav-

ings of  individuals and families

becoming almost ‘nil’ and even

negative by 2006, and the fami-

lies habituated to credit cards and

borrowing heavily, by prime and

sub-prime loans, to sustain their

consumption, the US economy

became the most indebted econ-

omy in the world in less than 20

years. Some 100 million US

households today own 1.2 billion

credit cards – that is, around 12

credit cards per household – on

which they owe some $2.6 tril-

lion as debts. In addition, the US

households owe over $10 trillion

as housing loans. The share of

the savings of  US households,

which was 80% of  the total sav-

ings in 1980s, with the corpo-

rates saving the balance 20%,

came down to minus 20% in

2006; that is, while the corpo-

rates saved $512 billion in 2006,

the households had a negative

savings of  $112 billion.

In addition, in two decades

from mid 1980s, the households

were compelled by economic pol-

icies to get obsessed with stock

market habits. With the result,  the
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percentage of  American families

which had investment in stock

markets went up from  some 6%

in 1980s,  to 25% in 1990, and to

52% in 2001. With the result, the

American economy became syn-

onymous with its stock market.

Further, the drive to make the

people to borrow and spend to

sustain consumption to keep the

US economy going, also result-

ed in innovative methods of

lending, namely, sub-prime mort-

gages loans. These sub-prime

loans then were turned into credit

derivatives and sold in the glo-

bal market, so that nearly 50%

of the sub-prime loans in the US

were exported to other nations

exposing them also to the risk

of  sub-prime loan credit loss.

But these are not the features

of  the other equally developed

economies; say Germany and Ja-

pan, besides Italy and Spain. In

Germany only 7% of  the house-

holds are linked to stock markets

and in Japan only 5.6% of  the na-

tional savings are invested stock

markets. The Japanese have invest-

ed over 56% of  their savings in

Japanese banks even though the

interest yields from 5-year bank

deposits were as ridiculously low

as less than 1%.

The Anglo-Saxon model of

capitalism, founded on liberal de-

mocracy and free market based

on unbridled individualism, and

based on its experience of  the US,

is being sold to the rest of the

world as the most efficient meth-

od of economic modelling and

economic management. The net

result of the operation of this

Frankenstein economic model has

led to the families being destroyed,

households being robbed and im-

poverished and the corporates

being enriched!

Anglo-Saxon free market mech-
anism seems to be heading for
collapse – as the global finan-
cial meltdown seems inexorable

This model of  capitalism

based on free market mechanism,

which tends to destroy all infor-

mal moderating forces in the econ-

omy like the family, community

etc., is the greatest danger to the

free market. The very drive of  in-

dividualism which powers the

Anglo-Saxon free market has the

potential to dynamite it from with-

in and bring it down the way ter-

mites bring down a healthy look-

ing building. The Anglo-Saxon free

market mechanism seems to be

heading for collapse.

No one seems to be keen to

look critically into the Anglo-Sax-

on or Anglo-American west and

in fact everybody is rushing to

copy their model as efficient and

progressive. This is because the

ruling belief, since the early and
mid 1990s, was that what the West
– read the Anglo-American West
– was saying was right, doing was
right, and that the others have to

do likewise in order to survive or
develop in the world. As a result,
no one was willing to even criti-
cally see the obvious, namely that
the Capitalist west might be col-
lapsing even faster than the way

communism did. The communist
nations, led by Soviet Russia, were
seen to be in difficulties in the
80s. There was a debate in the
West  then as to whether Ameri-
ca should go to the aid of  com-

munist Russia and claim that com-
munism needed capitalism’s help

for survival, or to refuse to help

Russia and further force it to

compete with the US and increase

its defence expenditure and there-

by expedite its collapse, to claim

that communism had no sub-

stance at all!

The West chose the second

option. And to expedite the col-

lapse of  communism, the West

went on the Star War programme

knowing full well that Russia could

not afford to compete with the

West and spend as much. Yet, Rus-

sia had to mount its own counter

to star war. With the result, what

the Russians could not afford to

do, they attempted to do and con-

sequently a collapse which would

have taken place some what later

was advanced by this strategy of

the West. Thus, in the competi-

tion between market capitalism

supported by democracy and com-

munism sustained by dictatorship,

the latter collapsed and the more

efficient capitalism succeeded. This

is what made Francis Fukuyama

claim that liberal democracy and

market capitalism have won the

war against political autocracy and

economic dictatorship. The Fuku-

yama doctrine became the chief

drive of  globalization, and became

the theoretical or philosophical

basis for globalization.

And, the theory of  globali-

sation was persuading the rest of

 The very drive of

individualism which

powers the Anglo-

Saxon free market has

the potential to

dynamite it from within

and bring it down the

way termites bring

down a healthy looking

building.
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the world to look to the west; the

entire world was looking at Amer-

ica, as the final destination. It was

not just the developing world, but

also developed nations, particularly

the non-Anglo Saxon nations like

France, Germany, Italy, Spain and

Japan, that were pressured to fol-

low the norms and models of  the

American financial system. The

Anglo-Saxon financial models – its

savings and spending, its invest-

ments and consumption models

– were commended to the rest of

the world.

The Anglo-Saxon financial

model, which was based on high

leveraging and intense use of  the

derivative mechanism, has built a

financial architecture based on vir-

tual money. Soon, the tsunami of

virtual money swept aside the real

economy. But, in less than a de-

cade, the Anglo-Saxon individual-

istic free market economic model

brought global capitalism to the

brink of  collapse, with the emer-

gence of  sub-prime mortgage cri-

sis – a crisis which soon led to the

huge financial crisis in US, followed

by western, and subsequently a glo-

bal financial meltdown. So far, the

US and European governments

have budgeted  $ 4.8 trillion to

bail out  their financial system

(comprising money, stock markets

and banks) from collapse. It is

now evident that the free market

mechanism practised by the US

in the past few decades particu-

larly, which is founded on the

Now free market

capitalism which

abhorred state

intervention is begging

at the doors of the state

in the US for alms to

survive.
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Anglo-Saxon individualist life

style, is almost at its terminal end.

Now free market capitalism which

abhorred state intervention is beg-

ging at the doors of the state in

the US for alms to survive.

Twenty years ago, the propo-

nents of  free market in US used

to scoff  at government regulation

and intervention in financial sec-

tor; they are today shouting for

government funds and even na-

tionalisation to stave off  instant

bankruptcies. In end of  2007, the

world was told that this was “just

a slowdown”; in the beginning of

2008 it became “just a recession”,

and now “deep recession” than

had been thought of; it actually

seems to be a collapse. It is worse

than 1930s, when the US econo-

my went into a depression. It

seems to be a collapse, not just a

systemic collapse, but, the collapse

of  a model – the Anglo-Saxon free

market model. qq

The PM has declared that a

special high-level committe will

be setup for this. Kerala will be

supported by the Centre with

financial, technical and all sorts

of  support. What is all this? How

will it change things? How pos-

sible is this? Any strong data-

based argument for this ?

The Centre has launched a

few schemes: Department has

Commerce launched a Rs. 1,400

cr scheme for improving social

infrastructure in tea gardens. The

govt. and industry will share the

cost on a 50:50 basis. Tea Gar-

dens of  Tripura, Cachar valley and

Tamil Nadu have been identified

under this scheme. The GoI has

also announced a Rs. 4,900 cr

Special Purpose Tea Fund (SPTF)

as a 15 yr productivity boosting

programme. Last year the Coffee

Board proposed a Rs. 105 cr

scheme to replant 45,000 hectares

of  coffee plantations. Similar

schemes are in the pipeline for

coffee and pepper as well. I have

no clue how these schemes are

actually working on the ground.

Q: Then, what is the

amount of  subsidy and support

that some of the competing

ASEAN countries get for the

crops like tea, pepper, coffee,

palm oil, rubber etc ? Compar-

atively, what is it in India ? What

is it in terms of  productivity?

Are we comparable and will we

ever achieve it ?

Direct and indirect subsidies

in ASEAN countries are way low-

er than what prevails in India.

Productivity of  all plantation

crops except rubber are much high-

er in ASEAN countries than India.

Pepper productivity in Kerala is

around 320 kg/ha, while Vietnam

produces 1.2 tonnes and Indone-

sia 2.3 tonnes from the same area.

Productivity of  coffee in India

stands at 765 kg/ha while Vietnam

produces 1.7 tonnes/ha. qq

(Courtsey: Devinderji’s blog)

[Conitnued from page 17]

Finding Where It Hurts....
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25 most Valuable Indians

The news, I was tempted

most to share  with you is the fol-

lowing. THE WEEK magazine   in

its Independence Day number

published a list of  25 most valu-

able Indians and what over-joyed

me was to see the names of

Devinder Sharma, Vandana Shiva

and Sunita Narain in it. It is not

that I consider The Week a good

magazine, or that its choice is im-

partial.  I was happy that these

swadeshi activists came in this list.

The other names which I like are

Sri Sri Ravi Shankar, E Shreedha-

ran , MS Swaminathan,  And there

are several names which are to me,

purely on the basis of

psychopancy, and

lesser said the better

it is about them.

Anyhow, Sunita

Narain has really become a role

model for the women because of

her courage and scientific analysis

of  the Coca-Cola and PepsiCo. I

knew for the first time that a film

has been made by Madhur Bhan-

darkar inspired by her life. She has

fought bravely the three global cor-

porate lobbies transport, climate

change and colas. I was surprised

to read that she is a non scientist

graduate and even then humbled

multinationals. I respect her also

because she is a disciple of a leg-

endary environmentalist Anil Ag-

garwal and who happens to be a

companion of  Prof  GD Aggarw-

al,  famous environmentalist who

recently sat twice on fast-unto-

death for over a month on  the is-

sue of  Ganga and is ready for the

third. The magazine published by

her organization Centre for Science

and Environment is Down to

Earth, and is really worth reading.

Vandana Shivas name is al-

ready very much known among the

activists, popular or unpopular, it

is difficult to say. The Week de-

scribe her in brief  - Vandana calls

herself  a farmer, and her campaign

a satyagraha. The seed is her equiv-

alent of Gandhijis Charkha and she

seees western attempts to patent

turmeric and neem quite like the

salt laws of  the Raj era. The pres-

tigious Time magazine has called

her a hero fighting to save Indias

agricultural diversity, but her

friends say that Vandanas advoca-

cy is borderless. She became pop-

ular when Right Livelihood Award

the Alternative Nobel Prize was

awarded to her in 1993. People will

consider her contribution for col-

lecting over 250 varieties of  rice

and 800 species of plants coexist-

ing with birds, bees and butterflies

in Navdanya farm or Seed Univer-

sity. One thing more, one advocate

friend of  mine, who is usually

abroad, narrated how she was roar-

ing like a lion, sorry lioness, against

multinational frauds in the land of

America the other day, as she fear-

lessly criticizes  them at Jantar Man-

tar in Delhi.

But Devinder Sharma is a

new name to be acknowledged on

the all-India basis, perhaps. It is

only because of him that I am al-

lured to write the column. I was

surprised to see his global popu-

larity  by reading An American TV

channel calls Devinder Sharma In-

dias dissident, and that he is to ag-

riculture what Noam Chomsky is

to political economics. Whenever

I happen to see his article in Dain-

ik Jagaran or some other magazine,

I feel like reading it on priority ba-

sis. A good orator and very simple

in writing style but full of  valuable

contents, he is read by experts and

laymen equally.  He is described as

the biggest critic of  the WTO, but

the fact that the WTO invites him,

and listens to him, is what makes

his views valuable. His views can

be summed up in the following

lines we are focusing

attention on sustain-

ability the Gandhian

way. If  we make ag-

riculture viable the

traditional way, poverty and mal-

nutrition will reduce; our cities will

be saved and GDP will go up. We

expect him to taking his fight to
the streets of Delhi and India, es-
pecially when the WTO is planning
to strike the last nails in the coffin
of  Doha rounds, first in Delhi in
the form of  Mini ministerial meet-
ing in September beginning and
later on in Geneva, in the Novem-
ber end. My heartiest congratula-
tions to all for their names being
included in the list, and also to
those, whose deserving names have

been left out.

Kerala, Onam and record-
breaking sale of Liquor

Kerala is famous to be Gods

Own Country and strange thing is

that the hottest selling stuff there

is liquor. No celebration, no festi-

val is complete in Kerala, which

leads all other states in per capita

consumption of  booze, without

tippling. So despite recession the

The Moving Pen-
l l l l l Kashmiri Lal lllll
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target  declared enthusiastically

by State owned beverage corpo-

ration from this years consump-

tion of  liquor is worth Rs. 200

crore ,and that too for the

Onam season. To be exact, last

year people spent Rs. 160 crore

on liquor in the Onam season-

whereas total money spent on

rice in the corresponding sea-

son was just a little over Rs. 100.

One more startling fact only 15

percent of  Keralas over three crore

population consumes liquor.  But

this minority spends more than

what the entire population of  Ker-

ala spends on essential commodi-

ties, including rice, during the fes-

tival season.  Moreover, figures of

last December showed that States

per capita alcohol consumption has

grown to 8.3 liter, the highest in

India, second only to Punjab, again

said to be the land of  Gurus and

Peers.  Happily, the State Govern-

ment is never complaining about
this trend, because booming li-
quor sales fetch hefty excise du-
ties to a cash-strapped treasury.
State Govts income through tax-
es on liquor in the last year was
1,356 crore against 1,163 crores in
the corresponding previous peri-
od. Wah! Raja and Praja all are
happy.  Salute to this Gods own
country and the State with high-

est literacy percentage in India!

A Sigh of Relief George
Fenandes Given a Clean Chit in
Coffin scam

We all Swadeshi activists hold

George Fernandes in high respect

and as such there is a good news

for us. He has been has been given

a clean chit by the CBI in the Kargil

war coffin scam. Howeve, three

army officer and one US supplier

were charge sheeted.  It may be

noted that the scam cost a loss of

rupees 89 lakh to the government

exchequer.  After the scam came

to light in 2002 the then Prime

Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee had

termed that allegations against

Fernandes as baselss. In 2004, how-

ever, the UPA government ordered

a CBI enquiry into the coffin scam.

A sigh of  relief  for Geroges sup-

porters too!

Army Scientists doing Re-
search on Fasting Jains

Ahmedabad: I was very much

worried to read the following news

item in a section of  press. The

news as such is not disturbing, but

the conclusion is disastrous. Let me

first faithfully narrate you the news.

Though this quest of  remain-

ing on fast for two or three weeks

is spiritual by fasting Jain devotees,

living on no more than boiled wa-

ter, but for the army scientists it

may hold answers to scientific.

questions. The army is reaserchi-

ing the rigoruous fasting by Jains

during the holy period of  Paryus-

han in the hope of finding solution

for soldiers who may have to go

for long periods without food

in harsh conditions.  A team of

18 scientists from the Defence

Institute of  Physiology and Al-

lied Sciences (DIPAS) are

campting in Ahmedabad to seek

answers: How the body and

mind respond to such nutition-

al deprivation for days. Can fast-

ing be imbibed consciously by

people especially soldiers and astro-

nauts in order to survive in challeng-

ing conditions. About 45 Jains in

Ahmedabad are fasting from three

to 16 days.

Let me narrate my fear. If  this

news and its conclusions are no-

ticed by the team of  our Prime
Minister and Commerce Minister
Anand Sharma, they will try to
implement the same on the Below
Poverty Line (BPL) people of  In-
dia and will take away the NRE-
GA scheme and will preach them
them that you will not die like Jains
for 30 days, then what is the fun
of  wasting this much money on
you! Go and practice fast!!!

Recession in Global Printing
Industry : the death of The
Readers Digest

A bad news is that 87 years

old The Readers Digest magazine

is going to be liquidated within

months.Every English reading per-

son is very well familiar with the

name of  The Readers Digest.  I

have seen it on the tables and toi-

lets of  well to do people all along

the country. Many retired persons

in the remote villages still hold large

stocks of  the old Digest and take

care that their family members do

not sell the same to Kabadees with

other magazines. Anyhow the

magazines which were sold to the

kabadees  even without having a

cursory look at the contents were
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glossy Russian magazines, which

stopped coming after the collapse

of   Russia. But there were no one

to mourn their death except

liphaphewallas, who generally used

them for preparing good quality

carry bags,

But the case is different with

Digest. It was started in 1922  MRI

survey shows that it is the best sell-

ing consumer magazine in the US,

with a circulation of  over 5.5 mil-

lion copies and global edition

reaches 40 million people in more

than 70 countries with 50 editions

and 21 languages. Now it has been

battling mounting debts and is

ready to be liquidated. The reason

ascribed is that people do not want

to purchase the magazine and read

the online editions.

Similar is the position of

Sunday Observer from England, a

218 years old newspaper. It has

suffered the loss of 61 million

pounds. It has died unlamented a

few days ago. Similarly the famous

Guardian group has suffered a loss

of at least 90 million pounds abd

has changed its style of  working

completely. Peoples habit change

has been accorded one of the most

important reasons. The free online

editions are becoming popular.

Moreover the global recession is

other main reason and ads are not

coming so easily.

But the position is India is not

so gloomy. FICCI survey shows

that in the coming 5 years the ex-

pected growth rate is 14 % in the

print media. But dependence on

advertisement has run havoc with

the editorial standards.  But with

the passage of  time there is expect-

ed a decline in the print media in

India also. The proverb Old order

changeth, yielding place to the new

is applicable on everything, even

the political systems too.

Agitations against the WTO
meeting

For the first time in the his-

tory of  WTO a Mini ministerial

Meeting is being held in Delhi on

3-4 Sept. It is nothing but prepa-

ration for the ensuing WTO meet-

ing to be held in Geneva at the end

of  November.  What are the is-

sues?. The answer is: to fulfill the

agenda which remained unachieved

in the last year’s July meeting of  in

Geneva. The talks collapsed main-

ly on the two issues namely reduc-

tion in subsidies by the developed

countries, and secondly, develop-

ing countries’ demand for Special

Safeguard Measures (SSMs) to pro-

tect their products from foreign

dumping. Actually there seems to

be no way out of  this, if  at all the

sovereignty of  the nation is not to

be compromised. But the unnec-

essary haste made by Euro-Amer-

ican countries and the cunning

methods adopted by them to make

the Doha Round successful are cre-

Reader’s digest – being digested by the Time

ating doubts in the minds of de-

veloping countries.  The way our

new Commerce Minister Anand

Kumar Sharma  seems to be play-

ing to their tunes, is creating sus-

picion in the mind of nationalist

forces about his intentions.

So, nationalist forces are in

the arena to subvert their malicious

designs. Bhartiya Kisan Sangh is

holding a protest march on 1st sept.

and Afsar Jafri and Third world

Net Work group are also up in their

arms against it. Similarly Bhartiya

Mazdoor Sangh and Swadeshi Ja-

garan Manch are also holding a

collective protest march at Jantar

Mantar and other nationalist forc-

es are also joining them at this junc-

ture. Moreover SJM will hold ral-

lies/demonstrations on 2nd Sep-

tember at all the district headquar-

ters. Similarly, Kisan Manch head-

ed by Mahender SinghTikait is to

hold a massive rally on 3rd July.

But the main thing which is

missing is how to send the word to

the masses. Aam Aadmi is not tak-

ing any interest in these activities,

because the awareness campaigns

are limited to the activists only. Me-

dia is not interested at all right now,

because Jinnah is providing more

TRP to them.  But experts know

thatthe subtle virus which this

agreement will create  will spread like

an epidemic, say Swine Flu. The

symptoms of this Swine Flu will be

felt in the  form of   food insecurity,

retail sector’s complete wipe-out  by

walmartisation of  themarket and

flood-like condition in the field of

unemployment.So the message of

evil designs of  WTO have to spread

in full speed. Moreover, these issues

are to be taken not only by Septem-

ber but up to December also - when

full-fledged meeting of  WTO is to

be held in Geneva. qq
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No surrender charge from

5th policy year: IRDA

Insurance regulator IRDA

has asked life insurers not to levy

any charge on customers if they

surrender their policies from

fifth year. “No surrender charge

can be levied by an insurer for

policies surrendered from the

fifth policy year and thereafter

the policyholder will be entitled

to receive the full fund value on

such surrender,” the Insurance

Regulatory and Development

Authority (IRDA) said in a cir-

cular to all life insurers.

Moreover, IRDA gave

some breather to insurers by ex-

cluding the charges levied by

these firms on their customers

for incidents like death and dis-

ability from overall limit on

charges on their ULIP schemes,

the products that are invested in

the capital markets. “Mortality

and morbidity charges may be

excluded in the calculation of

the net yield,” IRDA said. Mor-

tality is the probability of death,

while morbidity is the probabil-

ity of disability. The insurance

companies levy mortality and

morbidity charges on the cus-

tomers and these charges in-

crease with the age of the poli-

cyholders.

Last month, IRDA put a cap

on overall charges that life in-

surance companies can levy on

subscribers of their Unit Linked

Insurance Policies (ULIPS). For

those products which have ma-

turity of 10 years, insurance

companies have to maintain the

difference between gross yields

and net yields at 300 basis

points. q

AIIMS researchers develop device to administer IV
medicine

Researchers at AIIMS have developed a novel device to administer

intravenous drugs directly into the bone marrow in case of  medical emer-

gencies like heart attacks, trauma injuries and dehydration. The device

— IntraOz — would help treat patients in whom doctors are unable to

locate a vein to administer intravenous (IV) medicines.

“The vein through which IV medicines are given is untraceable in

patients who have suffered cardiac arrest, trauma injuries, dehydration.In

such cases, using IntraOz, we can directly inject the medicine into the

long bones,” Jayant Karve of  the Stanford India Biodesign Centre at

AIIMS said. Karve along with his colleague Srinivas Kiran Jaggu were

conferred the India Innovation Pioneers Challenge (IIPC) Award 2009

in the Scholar Sparks category.

The innovation is also useful in treating children. “The idea is to save

precious seconds in attending to emergencies as any delay in treatment

may lead to morbidity,” Karve said. The device developed by the young

scholars is cheap when compared to those used in foreign countries.

India to give hasle-free entry to B’desh food items

Biscuits and other processed foods from Bangladesh are stated to

enter India without any hasle on non-tariff  bariers. India has agreed to

take the onus of  upgrading Bangladesh Standard and Testing Institution

following which these products will gain easy entry into Indian market in

the 6th joint working group (JWG) meeting on trade between the two

countries which concluded after three days of  deliberations  in New Delhi.

Several food items from Bangladesh were facing problems of  en-

tering into Indian market as they did not conform to the quality norms

laid down by the Bureau of  Indian Standards and other food standards

prevalant in the country.

According to the agreed minutes of  the JWG India has also agreed

to issue import certificate for six months to importers for importing

hilsha fish from Bangladesh instead of  issuing import certificates on

single consignment basis. The JWG also decided that henceforth, Bang-

ladesh trucks carrying consignments can offload in warehouses at Petra-

pole border in India.

According to sources Indian request for setting up of a Special

Economic Zone (SEZ) in Bangladesh would be considered in due course

and Bangladesh side has requested Indian investors to invest in the ex-

isting Export Processing Zones in Bangladesh.

India’s moon mission comes to an abrupt end

Ten months after it was launched, India’s maiden moon mission

the ambitious Chandrayaan-1 came to an abrupt end after ISRO lost

communication with the spacecraft, cutting short the dream odyssey that

was expected to last two years.

 “The mission is definitely over. We have lost contact with the space-

craft,” Project Director of  the Chandrayaan-1 mission M Annadurai told

media. However, he said: “It (Chandrayaan-1) has done its job technical-
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 Govt to import food
items to bridge

shortfall

With food grain and agri

commodities production set to

fall due to drought, the govern-

ment says it will import those

items that will be in short sup-

ply to meet demand. “Decision

is already there that whichever

commodity will be in short sup-

ply, to maintain demand-supply

mechanism, we shall go for im-

ports,” Finance Minister Pranab

Mukherjee said addressing state

agriculture ministers in New

Delhi.

Already, there is a short

supply of pulses and edible oil,

he pointed out. Mukherjee,

however, said that the govern-

ment will not announce the tim-

ing of the import to ensure that

prices are not jacked up artifi-

cially by the international play-

ers. “The moment news is

spread that India is going for

big import, the market prices

are jacked up,” he said.

On the impact of drought,

the Finance Minister said that

it does not affect only produc-

tion, it has a cascading effect.

Scanty rainfall will affect re-

charge of ground water. He as-

sured the country that the gov-

ernment has the experience to

deal with such situations and

“we need not lose confidence

in ourselves.” The government

will have an estimated 18 mil-

lion tonnes of wheat as of 1st

April 2010 and 13.6 million

tonnes of rice as of 1st Octo-

ber 2009. q

ly...100 per cent. Scientifically also, it has done almost 90-95 percent of

its job”. The two-year mission, launched on October 22 last year with

much fanfare, was abandoned early after the after radio contact with the

mooncraft was abruptly lost .

The Deep Space Network at Byalalu near here received the data

from the 1,380 kg Chandrayaan-1, which carried 11 instruments on board,

including six from overseas, during the previous orbit up to 0025 hours.

ISRO is conducting detailed review of  the telemetry data from the space-

craft. “We will analyse as to what happened,” Annadurai said.

Govt may allow Cairn to sell Rajasthan crude to pvt refiners

The government may allow private refiners like Reliance Industries

Ltd, Essar Oil to buy Cairn India’s Rajasthan crude, if  the public sector

firms do not buy the entire output from the field. Cairn CEO Rahur Dhir

said, “As we ramp up production, the government will be able to nominate

buyers.” The government has nominated buyers for Cairn’s initial produc-

tion for next few months and when the Mangla oil field reaches peak

output of  1,25,000 bpd more buyers will be nominated.      “We have not

curtailed production because of  lack of  buyers,” Dhir added.

IOC and MRPL have been allocated 0.20 million tonnes each in

2009-10, while HPCL would offtake 0.30 million tonnes of  Rajasthan

crude.   But in the next fiscal, the offtake by the state refiner would be far

less than the production from Rajasthan.

In 2010-11, IOC would buy 1.5 million tonnes of  the crude, while

MRPL would double its offtake to 0.40 million tonnes. HPCL would

take 0.50 million tonnes next fiscal. Against the total committed offtake

of  2.4 million tones, the output would be over 6.2 million tonnes.   DGH

Director General VK Sibal said selling to private refiners has been rec-

ommended.    “We have agreed that they (Cairn) can sell to private refin-

eries,” Sibal said.

Chinese chopper violates Indian airspace

Admitting that a Chinese military helicopter had violated Indian

airspace in Jammu and Kashmir two months back, Army Chief  General

Deepak Kapoor said that New Delhi has taken up the matter with Beijing.

“Let me inform you one incursion of  a Chinese helicopter (along the

Line of  Actual Control in Leh) took place some time back,” he told

reporters after taking over as the new chairman of  Chiefs of  Staff  Com-

mittee in New Delhi.

He, however, said the matter has been taken up by India during the

border personnel meet with the Chinese immediately after the incur-

sion.” The matter has been taken up with China during meetings of

border personnel of  the two sides,” Kapoor said. But giving a benefit of

doubt to the Chinese, he said the incursion could be the result of  a

“navigational error”. He, however, said reports of  more than one incur-

sion by Chinese helicopters were “incorrect”.

The Chinese helicopter had entered the Indian airspace on 21st

June this year and is reported to have air-dropped canned food at Chu-

mar, northeast of  Leh in Jammu and Kashmir. q
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India, China to be
part of climate

change: US

The Secretary of State

Hillary Clinton, during her

trip to India and China earli-

er, had discussions with both

the countries on this critical

issue of climate change.

Noting that India and

China need to be part of the

solution on climate change,

the United States has said that

it would like the two Asian

giants to make significant in-

vestment in the success of a

summit on climate change to

be held in Copenhagen in De-

cember.

“What we want to see

from India and China is a sig-

nificant investment in the

Copenhagen process,” the

Assistant Secretary of State

for Public Affairs, P J Crow-

ley, told reporters at the dai-

ly State Department press

briefing.

“They have to be part of

the solution if we are going

to make progress in dealing

with greenhouse gases,”

Crowley said. He was re-

sponding to a question based

on an interview given by the

Indian Environment Minister

Jairam Ramesh to an Indian

newspaper in which he said

that India and China have

agreed to work together on the

issue of climate change to

withstand the pressure from

the west. q

US economic contraction unrevised

Falling exports and consumer spending have hurt US economic

growth .The US economy shrank at an annual pace of  1% between April

and June, unchanged from an initial estimate released last month, ac-

cording to the latest data.

Analysts had been expecting a downward revision, with some fore-

casting a contraction of  1.5%. The second quarter figures were a signif-

icant improvement on the 6.4% contraction between January and March.

US growth figures are revised frequently and the different estimates can

vary significantly.

Japan jobless rate hits new high

The recession is officially over, but the effect has yet to be felt.

Japan’s jobless rate hit a record 5.7% in July and consumer prices fell at a

record pace, figures released days before a general election have shown.

Companies are continuing to lay off  workers even though the econ-

omy has returned to growth after the most bruising recession for de-

cades. The state of  Japan’s economy is the key issue in the election cam-

paign.

In July, 3,590,000 Japanese were out of  work in July, over a million

more than a year ago. Japan’s economy grew by 0.9% between April and

June, but the latest figures cast doubt on the strength of  the recovery.

“The recent growth was mainly due to government spending and

was not a self-sustaining recovery in the Japanese economy,” said Hi-

roshi Watanabe at Mizuho Investors Securties. “We’re unlikely to see a

swift recovery for the time being,” he added.

News that the unemployment rate has risen to the highest since

World War II is a blow for the Prime Minister Taro Aso. Shoppers put

off  purchases in the expectation of  prices falling further, causing the

economy to stagnate.

US rejects Indian hand for not giving drone tech to Pak

The United States has rejected claims that it was under pressure

from India to not to provide drone technology to Pakistan. Speaking at

the Pentagon, US Deputy Assistant Secretary of  Defence for Pakistan

and Afghanistan, David Sedney, said reports about Indian interference

were nothing but ‘misperceptions’ being propagated by Pakistani media.

When asked whether Washington would provide drone technology

to Islamabad in the near future, Sedney said both countries are engaged

in expanding cooperation regarding military supplies and technology

transfer, adding it was difficult for him to discuss it openly.

“I can tell you that cooperation between the two countries is in-

creasing on the issue of  technology transfer,” he said. Responding to a

query, Sedney said the US is working ‘very hard’ provide to Pakistani

security forces with whatevever they need to fight Al Qaeda and other

extremist organization.

 “The US and Pakistan shared a common goal of  destroying Al

Qaeda, which was out at the Pak-Afghan border trying to create another

9/11-like catastrophe,” The Daily Times quoted Sedney, as saying.   q
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UN expert seeks probe into Lankan video footage

A top UN human rights expert has sought probe into the authen-
ticity of  a video footage purportedly showing Sri Lankan troops execut-
ing helpless Tamils, notwithstanding Colombo’s assertion that the clip
was a “distortion of  truth”.

The images, which first appeared on Britain’s Channel 4, were hor-
rendous and, if  authentic, would indicate “a serious violation of  interna-
tional law,” Philip Alston, UN Special Rapporteur on Extra-judicial, Sum-
mary or Arbitrary Executions, said in a statement.

A Sri Lankan Presidential Secretariat statement on Wednesday had
said the video clip was “absolutely false”. The government will also seek
to pursue remedies available with regard to the “distortion of  truth”, it
had said. Alston said the denial by Colombo makes it all the more neces-
sary to set up an independent investigation. “If  the Government’s posi-
tion is validated as a result of  an inquiry, the international community

can rest easy and the Government will have been vindicated,” he said.

Argentine farmers resume strikes

Argentine farmers have resumed strikes as part of  a bitter dispute
over taxes on soya bean exports. The farmers are angry over President
Cristina Fernandez’s refusal to lower the 35% tax. They have been on
strike several times in the past year over the tax, saying government aid
has been spent on cities at the expense of  the countryside. The govern-
ment argues that the farmers make huge profits from soya and the tax
helps the wealth be distributed fairly.

The farmers said the strike, where they would refuse to sell live-
stock and grain for eight days, is “more” than a protest. “It’s a battle cry
to defend rural life,” said Eduardo Buzzi, president of  the Argentine
Agrarian Federation, one of  four farming associations that has led anti-
government protests. “We’re willing to do what’s necessary to get agri-
cultural policy changed,” he added.

Network Rail plans 1,800 job cuts
Network Rail has confirmed it is planning to cut 1,800 maintenance

jobs. The company, which owns Britain’s rail infrastructure, said it in-
tended to trim the positions by April 2011, but “no final decisions have
been made”. It said it hoped to avoid any compulsory redundancies. The
firm currently employs a total of  33,000 people across the country. Net-
work Rail said the planned cuts were due to its budget for the next five
years being trimmed by £4bn.

“We have a clear commitment to the British people to reduce the
costs of  running the railway,” it said in a statement. “Our plans to re-
structure our maintenance teams will improve the way we operate the
network.” Network Rail added that it was now discussing its plans with
staff  and union representatives.

Network Rail owns Britain’s railway infrastructure, including all the
tracks, signals, tunnels, bridges, level crossings and most stations. It does
not own any of  the actual trains, which are operated by completely sep-
arate companies. The company was established in 2002 when it replaced

the struggling Railtrack. q

Flat incomes raise
doubts about economic

recovery

Household income in the

US is essentially stagnant, rais-

ing doubts about whether con-

sumers already hurt by job loss-

es can sustain an economic re-

covery.

The now-ended Cash for

Clunkers program helped lift

consumer spending last month

and is expected to provide an

even bigger boost in August. But

any rebound could falter if shop-

pers don’t boost their buying,

which makes up about 70 per-

cent of U.S. economic activity.

“Consumers just don’t have

the financial firepower to go out

and spend more,” said Mark

Zandi, chief economist at

Moody’s Economy.com. “Un-

less businesses curtail their job

cuts, the recovery could very

well peter out.” Stronger con-

sumer spending is the key to a

sustained recovery. For spending

to rise, analysts said, income

growth has to resume.

The Commerce Depart-

ment reported that personal in-

comes were flat July, the eighth

month out of 10 in which in-

comes have either fallen or

failed to grow. Americans have

been hammered by massive

layoffs and efforts by some

companies to restrain costs by

forcing workers to take unpaid

days off.

With incomes flat in July as

spending rose, the personal sav-

ings rate dipped slightly to 4.2

percent from 4.5 percent in June.

The savings rate was 2.6 percent

a year ago. q
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WTO

India for early conclusion of WTO talks

Ahead of  the WTO meeting convened here with

an aim to ending deadlock over global trade talks, India

says its early successful conclusion was essential to

restore the confidence in the global economy and

markets in view of  the financial crisis.

“I would like to stress that timely and successful

conclusion of  the Doha Round (of  WTO talks) on

the basis of  its development mandate is even more

important today particularly in the backdrop of  the

global economic and financial crisis to restore confi-

dence in the global economy and markets,” External

Affairs Minister S M Krishna said.

“The timely conclusion of  the talks is impor-

tant also to guard against emerging protection-

ist tendencies and to protect the livelihoods

of  the poor and marginalised, particularly in

our rural sectors”, he said while inaugurat-

ing the two-day conclave of  Indian envoys

in New Delhi.

WTO asks India for greater
responsibility for Doha trade deal

WTO feels that countries like India, China and

Brazil, which have emerged as key players in the mul-

tilateral negotiations, need to show greater responsi-

bility for reaching a Doha trade deal. “With greater

authority there should be greater responsibility,” WTO

deputy director general Harsha Vardhana Singh said

at a Ficci meet.

He said that a Doha negotiation reflects chang-

es in the international political economy due to grow-

ing importance of  India, China and Brazil. “The ne-

gotiations have shown that today, the main group of

large negotiating in any multilateral negotiations will

always include these countries,” he said. However, it

is imperative that a change in mindset is brought that
greater responsibility falls on the shoulders of  those
who are given more authority, he added.

On the forthcoming ministerial meeting sched-
uled here in September, Singh said it is a laudable ef-
fort by India towards making the talks successful. “The
effort by India to hold a two day mini-ministerial meet-
ing here beginning from September 3 is a positive sig-
nal to get Doha round moving once again,” he said.

Singh said that the Doha negotiations show that
there is no single cohesive group comprising devel-

oping countries, whether it is the area of  agriculture,

industry or services.

India warned on moving WTO over
drug seizures

Even as India considers the European Union

(EU) directive that allows seizure of  goods-in-transit

by its member countries as violative of  the World

Trade Organization’s TRIPS (trade-related aspects of

intellectual property rights) agreement, legal experts

caution against the central government’s plans to ap-

proach the dispute settlement body of  WTO.

What has triggered the change of  mind among

Indian experts is a recent decision of  the UK High

Court to refuse Nokia’s plea to seize counterfeit cell

phones (bearing Noika name) that had reached Lon-

don’s Heathrow airport from Hong Kong en route to

Colombia. Nokia wanted UK customs authorities

to seize the goods under the EC Customs Regu-

lation (Council Regulation No 1383/2003 of  22

July 2003), the rule which was invoked by EU

members such as the Netherlands to seize over

15 consignments of  Indian medicines that were

on transit to African & South American destinations.

However, unlike Dutch customs authorities, the

UK customs officials were not inclined to seize the

goods in transit as their interpretation of  the rule did

not necessitate such an administrative action. Experts

feel that any allegation of  EU directive being anti-

TRIPS can be countered easily by pointing the differ-

ing decisions taken by EU members.

“The Nokia ruling from the UK suggests that

EC border control measures have to draw their sub-
stantive content from the laws of  the specific EC
member country in question. Therefore, while the
Dutch authorities may interpret their law to seize In-
dian ‘in transit’ generics, the UK authorities may not
do so. To this extent, the assumption that EC border
control measures violate WTO norms “as such” may
be misplaced. This is not to suggest that the WTO
action will fail, but only to caution that it may not be
as foolproof  as we originally assumed it to be,” said
Shamnad Basheer, an IP expert with the National
University of  Judicial Sciences, Kolkata.

Despite complaints from developing nations like
India and Brazil, health NGOs and even some of  the
EU parliamentarians, the EU has been very consistent
in maintaining that its rules are in tune with WTO ob-
ligations. In its response, Indian mission in the EU had
even informed the central government that ‘no useful

purpose would be served by the Mission taking up the

issue of  drug seizure with the EU authorities’. qq


